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MINUTES

Thursday, September 22, 1983
9:00 am - 1:00 pm
Grant Room
Washington Hilton Hotel
Washington, D.C.
PRESENT
(Board Members)
Arnold L. Brown, M.D.
D. Kay Clawson, M.D.
William B. Deal, M.D.
Fairfield Goodale, M.D.
Richard Janeway, M.D.
William H. Luginbuhl, M.D.
Richard H. Moy, M.D..
M. Roy Schwarz, M.D.
Edward J. Stemmler, M.D.

(Staff)
David Baime
Janet Bickel
Robert Boerner, Ph.D.
John A. D. Cooper, M.D.
Sandra Garrett, Ed.D.
Carolyn Henrich
Paul Jolly, Ph.D.
Thomas J. Kennedy, Jr., M.D.
Joseph A. Keyes, Jr.
James R. Schofield, M.D.
John F. Sherman, Ph.D.
Emanuel Suter, M.D.
Kathleen Turner

(Guests)
Pamelyn Close
Robert Keimowitz, M.D.
Manson Meads, M.D.
Richard S. Wilbur, M.D.

I.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 9:00 am.

II.

Report of the Chairman
Dr. Janeway reported on several items considered by the Executive
Committee at its meeting preceding the Board's:
• While recognizing that there are serious organizational and
administrative problems in attempting to involve more fully
and formally house officers in the AAMC, the Committee
generally felt that since residents are a critical part of
the medical education continuum and methods for involving
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them in AAMC activities ought to be explored. Several
suggestions were discussed including potential
relationships With the CAS .and the Group on Medical
Education .: The Executive Committee asked that the .CAS
'Board discuss this matter at its next, meeting and explore
potential. mechanism's for providing a more:visable role for
house officers without serious alterations:to the present
AAMC structure ...

•

• Dr. Heyssel, Mr. Rice, Dr. Cooper, Dr.'Knapp, and Dr.
• Sherman recently*t With:Several members of the Board of
the Association of Academic Health Centers to discuss the
• AAHC's desire r to'establish a joint task force with the AAMC
for the purpose Of addressing critical issues facing
teaching hospitals in the decades ahead-. Dr. 4aneway
reported that the Committee'concluded_that while the task
force may not bet..np, best mechanism, the AAMC should be
open to considering, ways of cooperating with:the AAHC on
matters of mutual interest such as this. The AAMC
recognizes that Vice presidents of academic medical
centers,- especially,thoSe involved directly with the,
hospitals.
, have ,a,ileed to be kept abreast of the changing
legislative and regulatory issues often discUssed by
• hospitatexecutivesat COTH Meetings.

Dr. Cooper stated that,a:similar need exists for theuniversity
presidents asillustrated by discussions at a recent Joint Health
Policy Committee.
III.

Approval of Minute's
The minutes of the-June 30,. 1983 meeting of the Administrative
Board were approved Without correction.
Action Items.
A.' Blacks and the Health Professions in the 80's:
Crisis and A Time for Action

A National

The Association of Minority, Health Professions Schools recently
published A reported entitled, "Blacks. .and. the Health Professions
in the 80's: A National Crisis and A Time for Action." Although
many of the findings and:recommendations of the report were.
congruent with the ASsociatin'S:1978Task,Force on Minority .
Student Opportunities in Medicine, several of the report's findings
were either not substantiated by the Association's data or referred
to local' situations -inappropriate for-theAAMC-to address.
Consequently, the staff did not recommend a blanket endorsement of
the report,'and prep4red'instead the following:
The 'Association of American .Medical. Colleges commends the
_Association of Minority Health Professions Schools for its
timely report, ."Blacks and the Health lProfessions in the
.80'
A .NationaL Crl is:and A Time for Action.'" :This report
-2-
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emphasizes many of the findings and recommendations of the
AAMC's 1978 Task Force on Minority Student Opportunities in
Medicine, and is welcomed as providing additional evidence in
support of increasing opportunities for underrepresented
minorities in all levels of medical education. The
Association takes this occasion to re-affirm its support of
this worthy goal.
Pamelyn Close reported that the OSR supported the staff
recommendation, but suggested •that it would appear somewhat less
self-serving if the word "own" in the last sentence of the
statement were deleted.
Dr. Janeway stated that in view of our role in the LCME the
Association should not endorse a report that addressed issues
linked to policies issues, such as the class size of individual
medical schools. Board members observed that the nature of the
media portrayal of educational opportunities for minority students
was becoming increasingly negative.
Dr. Cooper reported that minority applicant pool had not increased
over the past years and the percentage of minority students
accepted into the health professions had remained relatively
constant. In addition, he reported that the Association's Office
of Minority Affairs is involved with three projects addressing
issues related to the educational needs of minority students:
recruitment, financial aid, and retention.
On motion, seconded, and carried, the Board endorsed the staff's
recommended statement of commendation to the AMHPS with suggested
editorial deletion.
B.

COTH Membership Criteria

Dr. Knapp, Director of the Association's Department of Teaching
Hospitals reported that the COTH Board had recently undertaken a
review of COTH membership criteria. This was stimulated by several
factors: (1) a recent analysis conducted by the department's staff
had revealed that several members did not meet the current
membership criteria because they did not sponsor, or significantly
participate in, at least four approved residency programs or they
had fewer than 30 FTE residents; (2) many hospitals have begun to
establish multi-unit systems consortia or associations. The Board
was concerned with the prospect that these groups would apply for
COTH membership. If several members sought to be included under an
umbrella membership, this would not only result in a reduction in
dues revenue, but also would alter the relationships between the
AAMC and the teaching hospitals if membership were in the name of a
non -hospital entity.
However, because the COTH Board was considering an issue paper
dealing with a large number of related matters, it had voted to
defer action on changing this criteria for membership to a later
time.
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Discussion ensued regarding.the.likelihood -of the for-profit
hospitals seeking;membe,rs'hip:in. COrEl. Mr. KeyesrepOrted - that.
under -the AAMC Charter andBylaws,embership is limited to
public
institutions not4or-profit-IRS 501(00) organizations-- those.
'
organized and operated exclusively for Charitable purpdses.
To
change our membership criteria- to-permit for-profit organi
zations
to join may raise serious questions regarding the'AAMC's
own tax
exemption: The issue would-be whether the AAMC was, in fact,
providing services that' served the profit-Making objectives of
certain of its members.
Mr. Keyes.stated that:if:Mk. membership served only the
educational programs of its: Members',and:prior approval was obtain
ed
from the IRS, one or-two:fOr=profitmembers would probably
not
affect_the AstociatiOn's tax status. .
The Board urged that,thestaff continueto.explore:the implic
ations
of for-profit hospitals : membership in the AAMC.
C. ACCME.Prototol. for Recognizing State Medical Societies as
Atcreditors ofifltrasta,te'CME Sponsors:.
Dr. Suter:reported that,the ACCME bad:recently met to discuss the
Executive Council's dissatisfaction .With the proposed protocol,
specifically, the CouncWS:recommendation that the ACCME retain
the . righttO ratify or reject:a decision by the Committee of
Review
• and.RecOgnitiOn'1CR
.Dr.Suter''reported,that although the ACCME
was sympathetic to-the Executive Council's objections, a'majority
felt. it was Unfeasible toretaip the authority for all final
decisions at the-ACCME.,HoWeYer, the ACCME'didmove to strengthen
,its position.by requiring:that'twO ACCME members be seleCt
ed.from
• nominations -made by .the ACCME'memberdrganiiations to serve
on the
CRR. The ACCME Members would monitor the activities and decisions
of the CRR. and report back to.the
On motion,: seconded, ,and'arried;Ahe Board moved to approve the
protoco:las.reviSed:.,
D.

Issues Related to Appointment to

pcY,2

At:itsJune-30,'19e3lileeting, the Board endorsed the: staff's.
recommended' plan'of:action.for dealihg with.PGY-Z. match issues
.
• The plan-inclUded(1) continued discussion with involv
ed parties
. regarding . the'natureand .stOpe of. the:problem; (2)an analytic
summary,..ofthe response9.::Dr.-Coopers letter to chairmen of 'the
societieS., (3) a problem list-and'mechanisms-for addressing the
'problems•-includingcOnsideration:of incentives for' compliance' and
sanctions: for.nontompliante,and (4) a'set of recommendations that.
could be endorsed by' the.AAMC', NRmp-:01a the program. directors,
representing the troublesome specialties.,
Also provided was a summary of the-responses.from chairmen of
specialty societies to Dr Cooper's letters:- The President
of the
Association Of University Professorsof. Ophthalmology expressed
a
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high level of confidence with their own match program; the
Association of University Professors of Neurology is now in the
process of studying the issue. It has also distributed a detailed
questionnaire to all program directors and residents involved in
programs to July, 1983, querying their reactions to the match
process including the Colenbrander program. The President of
Otolaryngologists endorsed the separate ENT match and reported no
intention to return to the NRMP; the Chairmen of Psychiatry
reported that his association urges its members to work within the
NRMP as much as possible, notwithstanding the fact that some are
unhappy with the plan; the radiologists believe that their own
system is working. reasonably well and they have no plans to change;
the Association of Orthopaedic Chairmen admits that their approach
to the match is in some disarray and plans an indepth discussion of
the system at its fall meeting; Chairmen of Pathology are concerned
about the "widespread habit of making commitments to prospective
applicants prior to the NRMP match" and will discuss the issue at
its July meeting; the Chairmen of Pediatrics and Family Medicine
regarded the match as a non-problem; Chairmen of Surgery identified
lack of communication between the various specialties in medicine
and the intense competition for the best students as problems
deserving attention at their next meeting; the Chairmen of Thoracic
Surgery regard the selection process as "something of a
free-for-all" and have asked a member of the society executive
council to survey the attitudes of the members and to initiate a
discussion at their next meeting; the Professors of OB/GYN have no
official statement; and the Chairmen.of Medicine did not respond.
Dr. Cooper reported the intention of the NRMP: (1) to continue the
traditional PGY-1 match; (2) to re-establish the "S" programs for
program directors who want to appoint seniors for their PGY-2 year;
(3) to permit students to rank order .all programs in a specialty
regardless of whether they are categorical or "S" programs; and (4)
to make advance resident specialty matches ("R") available for
programs that wish to offer positions to residents or other
physician candidates, with dates of these matches arranged
according to the wishes of the program directors. Dr. Cooper
explained that the "S" program matches students for both their
PGY-1 and PGY-2 choices for those programs which require that
students take their first year after graduation outside of the
specialty. The "R" program is designed for residents or returning
practicing physicians who want additional training. Dr. Cooper
stated his conclusion that these programs covered all matching
needs.
Dr. Cooper reported that the NRMP Board did not want to assume
responsibility for policing the match; consequently, it had been
left to the AAMC to do what we could. He also reported that the
release of result books had gone smoothly last year and felt
confident that the deans would continue to honor their
responsibility for the process. Dr. Cooper stated that Dr.
Graettinger would like to extend the role of the deans in
distributing result books to include the distribution of the books
to nearby teaching hospitals. The Board endorsed the proposal that
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the deans be asked to distri
bute.the result books to those
nosPitalt inclose proximity.
'
Additional action steps..:Were
.disCussed. Two recommendations
were
made:_
thatthei.NRMP establish an adv
isory Panel consisting of
representative of each of the
specialties offering an approved
residency program; (2) that the
AAM
C Executive Committee invite
representatives of Dermatology,
Neu
rology, Neurosurgery,. .
Ophthalmology,- and'OtOlaryn
gology to meet with them in. additi
on to
representatives from the OSO,
and GSA.
F. Principle's for Suppor
t of BioMedical Research
Dr.. Sherman reported. that
the pap
. penultimate draft-qf theAtsoti er' presented to the Board was the
ation's statement of principles
,the support of biomedical res
for
ear
Cn. Two papers were developed
the staff and presented to
by
the Board for its review at the
June
meeting. Atthattime,the Boa
rd recommended that the sta
synthesize the issues .pretente
ff
d,into a.single strategy paper,
new draft was contidered:byla
A
Sherman, reported that. the Onl review committee in August. Pr.
y
recommendation thattheNIHes change made since that time was the
tablish a process by which specia
l
interest groups would have, the
opportunity to present, to som
e
formal body, their case, for gre
ater support and visability, and
'that-.SuChpresentations
With:subsequent analysis, be incorp
orated
,in the NIH dettsionmakingp
rocess to assure official cogniz
ant of
these ,views at the highest lev
els of government.
On,MOtion, seconded,' auFtar
ried, the Board approved the sta
tement
of the principles leaving the
staff the latitude to incorpora
te
changes: made by the Board
• Dr,- .Kepnedy introduced a ,se
cond document to be submitted
by Oct
1,1983 to.the Institute of
Medicine.. , This-paper.setOut,a,. ober
:proppsed, AAMC' positiononth
e-organizational struct
'He. reported"
the staff proposed.that-the ,d0Cum ure of the NIH.
ent„ "Principles
for the Support :of =Biomedical
Research" together with supplemen
tar
material., based on this Outlin
e', would form the AAMC position pap y
er
to:the IOM.
Although the' AAMC woulcrrecomm
end that the_current structure of the
, NIH bef retained, the positi
on paper introduced several concep
ts as
contributions to'the.delibera
tionsthat some explicit limitatio
be placed-onthe'number'of
ns
operating units with the NqH;that
the
.fslIH be required to reconside
r its organizational structure eve
ry
ten year.s.;-and. that. the 'NU
J establish a formal, highly vi sab
le
forumjn4hich:advocates of pro
grams ..be encouraged to present the
ir
TNiews..
Dr,- 1<ennedy reported tnatHt
he . Association strategy was to
attempt
to. shift the arena away from
Con
scientific priority setting pro gressional intervention in the
cess and moveit back into the
'executivef.agentygilided by scient
ific advisors

On motion, seconded, and carried, the Board endorsed the concepts
embodied in the paper and recommended that an additional
recommendation be included: that the IOM Committee enlarge the
preview of its study to consider the optimal relationship between
government and science, particularly, as far as Congressional
intervention is concerned.
V.

Discussion Items
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A.

Commercial Support of CME

In a recent communication to Dr. Cooper, Richard S. Wilbur,
Secretary of the ACCME, expressed concern that some medical schools
may inappropriately co-sponsor CME activities supported by
pharmaceutical companies and/or equipment manufacturers. He
included in his communication two policy, statements regarding the
relationship of accredited CME sponsors and commercial companies.
On behalf of the ACCME, Dr. Wilbur requested that the AAMC Executive
Council Review these statements and consider developing an AAMC
policy statement.
It was the concensus of the Board that it was inappropriate for the
AAMC to involve itself in the establishment of institutional policy
on this matter. If there were violations of accreditation standards
it should be handled as a matter between the ACCME and the
institution. The Board recommended that a memo be sent to all
deans, identifying the issues and attaching the two policy
statements for their review and consideration.
B.

AAMC Regional Boundary Changes

Mr. Keyes reported that the Association is currently divided into
four regions with an unequal number of institutions within each.
This has some significance for the nominating process. Although the
AAMC bylaws does not require equal representation from each region,
the dynamics of the nominating process seems to work in that
direction. After this matter had been included in the agenda, we
were alerted to the significance of these geographic boundaries in
AAMC time series data reports (e.g., housestaff stipend reports, and
faculty salary studies).
It was the consensus of the Board that since there was no urgency
for making any change and since any issues regarding nominations or
elections could be adequately handled in their own right, the
boundaries should not be tampered with at this time.
C.

Medical Center Officials and the AAMC

Occasionally, the Association receives communication from
individuals in the academic health center who would like to be more
involved in the AAMC activities. The staff expressed some concern
that in many academic medical centers, individuals other than the
dean and the hospital administrator are acquiring substantial
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• authority and responsibility for decisions impacting on medical
education, If there is a power shift, the Association should
consider hoW:thisimpacts.OriitS• memberShip,and its own position as
spokesman for academic medicine. Although the topic will be
discussed at the DecemberOfficersRetreat; the staff wished to
elicit comments from theBoard,
A brief discussion ensuep'in which Board members suggested that:
these individuals .Who wished additional information could attend the
•AssociatioWsAnnual:MeetinTand be put on mailing lists, but that
nothing Shoul:d e. done to alter-,tbeiant AAMC structure with new
membership categories.
•

D, Enrollment OfStudentin Summer Courses
Dr.,Lpginbuhl,:suggestecithat-the AAMc consider the issue of member
medical, schools enrolling students from foreign, medical schools in
summer courses and to collect data on current practices
The
Division of'StUdentprOgraMsimade some inquiries and reported that
20 M.. medical.SchoOlSOffere&suliimer make-up courses. Only one
school (Vermont) had a policy that participating students must be
enrolled in an accredited
Puerto Ritan or Canadian medical
School. Of the twelve course directors contacted as to the
inquiries', received from foreign medical students regarding their
summer cOurseS, no one reported'more than 5 students had contacted
them.
After a brief discussion, the Board determined that there was no
need for any AAMC,action with respect to foreign medical students in
attending summer classes in U.S. medical schools.
E.

Evaluation of the Status of the Management of Student Financial
Assistance at Selected4.S.- Medical Schools:

At its June -meeting, the4oardconSiPered a- request for advice
regarping,theOeed - fOraseries of workshops to improve the
administration of student financial assistance to medical students,
The Board memberswere-bheOnvinCec(that such workshops were
necessary and suggested that they query their financial aid officers
at their own institutions and report their findings to the Board.
After atriefAiscussion:, it'WaSthe concensUs of the group that
such Workshops Were notA profitable activity for the -AAMC to
'conduct,
1ISR RepOrt
Pamelyn Close reported that the -keynote address for the OSR Annual
. Meeting session was entitled,
.Considerations for Medical
Students:. _Questions that,Nobpdy Asks.": She also-announce&that
the next OSROpOrt would ighlight issues related to computers in
.,:bedical ,education, NRMP and social,respOnsibijty, and nuclear mar,
She alsb reported that :with:the-aSsistance:Of 0r.-Kennedy,Ahe °SR
•
•

has prepared packets of information to help prepare students in
their discussions with their legislators.
VII.

New Business
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A.

Recent Action on Medical Education Financing By The Advisory
Council on Social Security

Dr. Knapp reported that at its August 24 meeting, the Advisory
Council on Social Security adopted a resolution calling for a
three-year study of medical education financing as the first step
in an "orderly withdrawal of medicare funds from training
support." The Advisory Council's rationale was that it is
inappropriate for medicare to underwrite medical education costs
when its prime purpose is to pay for medical serivces for the
elderly.
Dr. Knapp asked the Board to review the staff's recommended
action: to work to have the Advisory Council reconsider its
resolution; to seek a revised resolution which recommends a study
of alternative means of financing medical education and suggest
that the findings of the study be used by future Advisory Councils
to debate the reasonableness of terminating medicare support for
medical education.
The Board endorsed this approach.
VIII.

Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 1:00 pm.
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Edward J. Sten-1mler, M. D.
Robert G. Dunlop
Professor ofMedicine

Office of the Dean
215-898-5181

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Drs. Arnold L. Brown
William T. Butler
John E. Chapman
D. Kay Clawson
Robert S. Daniels
Fairfield Goodale
Richard Janeway
Louis J. Kettel
Richard H. Moy
John Naughton
M. Roy Schwarz

FROM:

Edward J. Stemmler, M.D.
Chairman of the Council of Deans

DATE:

December 14, 1983

SUBJECT:

January 18th & 19th Meeting of the Administrative Board

I have asked Joe Keyes to schedule the beginning of the next
meeting of the
%Administrative Board for 4 PM on Wednesday, January 18th,
to allow for a
two and one-half hour period. prior to our cocktail party for
discussion of
several items ,-c,ncerning the Board. I do hope that all of
you can arrange
your schedules to be in attendance at that time.
It has bcc:7e clear that the time allotted for the business of the
Administrati7E Ec.,ard does not allow for discussion of any items of
new
business nor for the identification and formulation of ideas which we
wish
to have explored by AAMC staff in our behalf. Rather, the role of the
Administrative Board has been essentially a responsive one. Accord
ingly,
I would like to have the members of the Administrative Board
come prepared
for a.discussion of the role of the Administrative Board
and a view of the
relationship between the Administrative Board and our constituent
group,
the - Council of Deans. It seems proper to examine this questi
on in some
depth so that we might come prepared to promote a more extensive discussion
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of this question at the Spring.Meeting of the Council of Deans. Many of
our colleagues feel disconnected "from the central activities of the AAMC
and it is certainly our responsibility to do what we can to minimize those
feelings.
A second item, for discussion is the ,need for the Administrative Bbard of
the Deans to produce an:issue paper;- comparable. to. a White Paper Produced
:by the Council of Teaching Hospitals, which sets forth the main forces on
the horizon of medical educational institutions, forces that should command
the attention of our AAMC .Staff.'_ Joe Keyes has been instructed to write
such a paper and I ask that each, of you come with a list of the areas' or
items that you See are of enough concern to be dealt with in this document.
I would like also to discuss the possibility of establishing a program for
the Fall Meeting Of the Council Of Deans,' the meeting which has
traditionally been merely a buSiness meeting at the national meeting of the
AAMC., It is my personal-view that the deans could well use one additional.
programmatic. Meeting to supplement programs which have, to date, been
limited to the Spring Meeting.' Please consider this question and come
prepared with some ideas
•
Ajinal item for the Wednesday Afternoon Session will be a brief discussion
of the Spring. Meeting program..
There was a thoughtful and ccnstructive discussion of the GPEP Committee
and its perception by ,the deans at the recent AAMC Officers' Retreat. I
believe that there is a deep concern on the part of the AAMC Staff and the
leadership of the other councils about the deans -disaffection with this
important effort. It is my hope,that we Can have a serious discussion on
this subject on the evening of 14(27,-,..sday, January 18th. It is important
that we, as members of the Administrative Board, reason out the mechanisms
that might be used to convert the deans' view from that of passive, sullen
acquisition into a more active, constructive group. I believe there are
some specific actions which we can take toward that end. For the moment,
John Cooper and Gus Swanson will attempt to, persuade Steve Muller and his
committee to avoid the publication of a ''final" document and, instead,
present a document which may be nade available for discussion by the deans.
Whether or not this occurs, we rontinue to have a responsibility to act
constructively for the good of Tc:dical education.
You will hear from Joe Keyes vithrtitandardagenda which is the business
for the Thursday morning ,sassionar.
.dfor those of you who are members of
the .Executive Council, for the Thursday;afternoon session as Well..
I look forward, to a.ConstrUctimeeEing.,

EJS/mmcd
•cc:

Joseph Keyes, J.D.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85724
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
OFFICE OF THE DEAN
(602)-6264383
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January 19, 1984

Edward J. Stemmler, M.D.
Dean, School of Medicine
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Dear Ed:
Since the meeting for January 18 was cancelled, I thought I would
take the occasion to comment on your several questions.
1.

The Council of Deans/Administrative Board relationship is an
important topic. It would be a good topic for the spring C.O.D.
meeting. Issues to be clarified include the time factor. Items
often come before the Administrative Board and the Executive
Committee of the AAMC which require action at times which
disallow participation by the Council of Deans. As a result,
after-the-fact information is often delivered. I don't know
that•anything can be done about that problem.
A second observation is philosophical. We seem to react more
than proact. Somehow, the AAMC would be a more exciting and
lively organization requiring interaction between the Council
and the Administrative Board if more time were given to the
future and planning to deal with upcoming problems before they
are upon us. That type of "crystal ball gazing" is a luxury
most of us cannot afford and a skill most lack. Yet, we do have
some impressions about the future and could spend time preparing
positions in anticipation of actions or, more importantly,
developing a proactive strategy and trying to cause action.
A final point. I suggest we develop a mechanism to establish
policy on health and education and work with the Council of
Deans on strategies for implementation. The Administrative
Board then could be charged with appropriate roles in such
implementation. As an example, I can easily see some proactive
positions that could be developed coming out of the GPEP
activities.

2.

As regards the "issue paper", a number of items come to mind.
Perhaps the most important one is the role for lobbying by the
AAMC. Whether this is in Washington or at local levels, or
whether it relates to other organizations such as the American
Hospital Association, the American Medical Association or the
specialty societies, sharing of efforts and coming to more
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common positions would seem to be 'important. We cannot afford
'politically or financially to develop .6ur-own"PAC. In my view,
we should be 'able to piggyback on other organizations,. This
might be :a topic todevelop'With the ,AMIC .ss well.
As far as specific items about which we shouldhave concern, it
seems to me the entrepreneurial attitudes that are now required
The subsets of
in academe must be the highest
competition, prospective payment, and cost-containment'fbilow.
The impact on research and education is the subordinate
immediate Issue at hand.
Another Issue is the organizational structure of the AAMC, the
relationship of the Council of Deans to the various Groups, and
the relationshipbetween the three Councils Of the AAMC. In
areasthere,arefairly,wide:differences in philosophyand
potential adversarial relationships created byexternal forces.
.'Timespenion ajong-range plan to assure organization stability
and solidity is critical
3. .The idea of a fall meeting for the CoUncil,of Deans is superb.
One suggested topic is the relationships between colleges of
- raeditine-and university hospitals. Another or a subset is the
broadAssUe;,of affiliations, but-Iwould be more 'concerned .with
those hospitals with whom we have specific ownership
relationships. The nature of the marketplace realignments 'being
made has caused an almost adversarialrelationship in some
.inatance6.' it has also-prompted relatiOnShips with for profit
'proprietary activities which at best are strange to academe.
Other topicsare'the rising cost of education, medical school
relationships to university cOMmunities,. VA* and other public
- -sector reiationshipe.'
'1' have little 'to 'say about OE?. I remain nonplused. The
the'deans,in this process, whether it be
peculiar involvement of:
at the 'planning Or implementation level,- has caused suspicion as
well as undue -political problems: At the moment', I don't have a
good'stilution,..:butthe_aura,of 'guilt", based on non-validated
-data'and-accusatiOns:or at least badly codified data, hangs over
the process- It is difficult for me to participate in a system
which asks to be repaired when it is unclear just .how it is
:broken:I look forward to these discussions and will participate
permitting
Si

,•.Louis J. Kette
'Dean
LJK:jt
cc: P6e Keyes
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weather

PROPOSED SPECIAL GENERAL SESSION
ON INDIRECT COSTS
AT THE
AAMC ANNUAL MEETING
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THE ISSUE
The subject of indirect costs as a component of project grant funding in the
federal sponsorship of biomedical research remains a seriously divisive influence within grantee institutions and between federal agencies and the institutions. Much of the disagreement in the former instance seemingly results
from poor communications between members of faculties and officials of their
institutions about various aspects of the subject.
BACKGROUND
The increased competition for research grant monies and the shortfalls in
funding direct costs of research in recent years have intensified the perennial intra-institutional tensions over the levels of indirect cost rates and
about reimbursement for those costs. That intensification has spread beyond
institutional boundaries to array various national organizations on either
side of the issue in public pronouncements and in sharply differing representations to the Congress about the allocations of funds for NIH-sponsored
research.
Because of the threats to the internal unity of our institutions and to the
vitality of the nation's biomedical research enterprise posed by this issue,
the Association has sought to identify and promote ways to reduce the problem and the level of antagonism. One such approach was a meeting on July 8,
1983, in which representatives of organizations with positions on either
side of the issue met for the first time. A statement agreed to by all participants was subsequently prepared and distributed within those organizations. Several observations of significance emerged in that document, especially:
• The necessity for all to work diligently together for more adequate
federal research funding.
• The desirability of a collective effort, including the federal government, to study the problems of indirect costs, especially with respect
to reasons for increases in rates and possibilities for controls.
• The importance of initiatives by both faculty and administrators within
individual institutions to facilitate better understanding of the subject within both sectors of the institution community and to involve
faculty "meaningfully" in the development of policies covering indirect
costs.
• The necessity of effecting economies in indirect cost categories.
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PROPOSAL,
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To facilitate these efforts, it is proposed that at the Association's:1984 '
Annual Meeting, there be scheduled a Special General. Session on this topic. ,
The one and one-half hour Agenda would feature two or three well-informed
speakers,cdvering pertinent aspects of the subject, with sufficient time for
discussion with audfanCe . partiCipation,follOwing the presentations. Suggestions for speakers includa:.
• Donald Kennedy,Th.D„,President,StanfOrd University, who feels very
,strongly about the need,forclosing ranks on this issue and who has
volunteered to speak. on such occasions.
•

• 'Kenneth. T, Brownijfi,D.,:phpfessor of Physiology, OSCF, who has written
thoughtfully and provocatively on the subject ("Indirect Costs of.
Federally Supported Research," Science, Vol. 212, April 1981YpP. 411418..)_John J. Lordah,DeputyAssociate Director,: Finance and Accounting.
Division, Office ofManagement'and-Budget, Who is the primary federal
official responsible fOroyersight:WthiS subject area
Each speaker would baiskedtO place his remark's in a primarily prospective
tone.so-estd emphasize the need for and possibilities of reconciling the
'currentdisparate,PointS of view
QUESTIONS
4

Is this concept andjormat,the most effective approach for promoting a
"Closing of:the,rankt" at both the institutional and the national levels
Should other Speaker S be-substituted?.added?
Should we identify key individuals from the Administrative Boards
-date and maintain the discussion?
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M. D
De:!n. .Sc'T .1 of It.'..::r.'cine

Southern Illinois University
School of Medicine
P.O. Box 926
Springfield, Illinois 62708
Office of the Dean and Provost
801 North Rutledge Street

••

,
•

iEi

January 23, 1984
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C;.;
Edward J. Stemmler, M.D., Dean
University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine
36th and Hamilton Walk
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
Dear Ed,:
I very much appreciate your call on Friday, not only as an expression
of
concern about my views, but also because you were able to provide
some very
helpful background and advice in regard to the dynamics behind the
COTH
recommendations.
I have been very, pleased that the Association, in recent years, has
consistently portrayed to many agencies that it considers the diversi
ty of the
institutions represented, not only in their construction, but in
their missions
to be a strength to the medical education establishment in the United
States,
and that its role was to assist in meeting the valid needs of all of its
cal school members. It was against this background that I found the COTHmediproposal potentially quite disruptive. The goal of reassessing COTH at
this
point, and indeed that of the CAS and the COD, can hardly be questioned and
much of the material and concerns raised are quite appropriate. Even
the
parts that I consider controversial are appropriate if it is the intention of
the COTH or the Executive Council that these issues be extended for open
and
public debate. It is my opinion at this point however that to broach some
of
these issues publicly would be disruptive and counterproductive. Let me suggest what some of these issues are.
I refer to Page 41 of the Blue Book where under the heading "The Environment
For COTH" various categories of membership are described which begins the process of identifying the "114 primary teaching hospitals." This is an important
issue because on Page 58 it suggests that some members of COTH feel that the
AAMC should focus its efforts only on these "primary teaching hospitals." The
asterisk on Page 41 indicates the so-called primary indicator of an "inextricable relationship." I consider this definition that the chiefs of the hospital
services are also chairmen of the medical school departments to be arbitrary,
rigid and to rule out a number of alternative potentially better arrangements,
particularly where more than one hospital is involved.
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January 23, 1984
Page 2
An additional concern is raised on Page 42 where the asterisks show that a
definition as to whether the hospital has a "significant commitment to medical
education and research" is determined by the ratio of residents to beds. As I
suggested to you in our telephone'conversation, we have in Springfield an accredited medical school, quite happily maturing and expanding its activities,
which is blessed with two 600-bed very prosperous hospitals seven blocks apart,
with whom we have essentially equal affiliations. The hospital staff chairmen
are appointed on the basis of "advise and consent" by the Dean of the medical
school. These Chairmen take care of a lot of scut work while supporting our
academic full-time chairmen who are completely responsible for the educational
programs. In addition, from the very first we have been committed to stall,
high-quality residency programs, particularly since all of the hospital floors
and service functions can operate efficiently without residents if necessary.
Since both hospitals support the residency programs, Abe result is that the
ratio in any one of them is less than 0.2 residents per bed. The financial
investments that the two hospitals and the community of Springfield have made
not only directly, but in terms of the tremendous economic impact in a relatively small community, has resulted in a bond perhaps more inextricable than
the simple naming of chairmen. All of these nice attributes notwithstanding I
find, according to the COTH tables, that I do not have any "primary teaching
hospitals" and those I have are Without "significant commitments" to medical
education and research. I would be prepared to consider this might simply be
clumsy and inadvertent were it not for the phraseology on Page 58 that suggests
that at least on behalf of some COTH members this pejorative hierarchy is
intentional.
I am not raising this issue because of the Potential of hurt feelings, however.
We all have concerns about the financing of teaching hospitals and thus the
direct and indirect pass-throughs related to residency programs are of great
interest, not only to the so-called "primary" teaching hospitals, but also to
those large comprehensive hospitals which have more recently joint-ventured
with universities to start new academic medical centers. It seems to me almost inevitable that the direct costs and certainly the so-called indirect
costs will be challenged by DHHS with the intent to try to ratchet them down
in the years to come. The tables prepared in this COTH document, should they
become public, would present several ideal cleavage planes with ,apparent AAMC
blessing.
Should the traditional academic health centers persist in trying to position
themselves as in someway more uniquely Pure or specifically more deserving ,
for federal Medicare funding, it takes no great imaginationto picture how
some nasty battle lines could be drawn from the perspective of those schools
thus left out. One could anticipate that there should be a category of hospitals where the ratio of residents to beds clearly is in excess of any reasotiable opportunity for quality teaching. Another category for those hospitals ,
where the residency program exists primarily to meet the service needs of the
institution or the ego needs of the chief of the service, rather than
a Pei- '
mary commitment to the education of these young men and women. And, finally,.
it takes no imagination to picture that federal authorities would decide to
stop this squabble by using the leverage of their funding -Lo solve both the
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problems of the numbers and the geographic distribution of the various medical
specialties. From the point of view of the newer schools, many of which were
specifically started to help solve geographic problems, this could be a very
positive outcome and I suspect some of them might be quite supportive.
I have no doubt that a number of community based institutions will become quite
exercised about this draft proposal, and as we discussed on the telephone, the
real question is do we want the debate to go on inside or outside the AAMC.
Obviously, I hope that we can settle this inside. I see no real good and potentially a great deal of harm to the Association by having this draft go out,
even as a discussion piece, and certainly if it is adopted as policy. I very
much appreciate your consideration and your attention to these concerns and
will be most interested in your further advice and counsel.

Richard H. Moy, M.D.
Dean and Provost
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NEW CHALLENGES FOR THE COUNCIL OF
TEACHING HOSPITALS AND THE DEPARTMENT
OF TEACHING HOSPITALS

At its June 1983 Administrative Board meeting, the COTH Administrative Board
requested that the staff of the Department of Teaching Hosiptals prepare a
document outlining the changes taking place and the challanges facing teaching
hospitals and the COTH as a constituent part of the AAMC. A document was
prepared and revised based on review at the September and November COTH
Administrative Board meetings. The document was also reviewed at the AAMC
Officers' Retreat in December.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the document be approved, and sent to all AAMC
constitutents with a request for review and comment. It is also recommended that
the paper serve as a basis for discussion at the annual COTH Spring Meeting in
May 1984.
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NEW CHALLENGES FOR THE COUNCIL OF TEACHING HOSPITALS
AND THE DEPARTMENT OF TEACHING HOSPITALS

For over three decades, hospitals in the United States have faced a
generally supportive environment characterized by increased third party coverage
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for institutional services, significant expansion and modernization of plant, and
a payment system in which expense generated revenue.

In the past three to five

years, the environment for hospitals has become more constrained, if not hostile,
and more competitive.

While teaching hospitals flourished under the supportive

environment, some observers feel teaching hospitals are especially threatened by
a resource constrained, price competitive one.

This observation is mirrored by

increased anxiety among teaching hospital CEO's about the future prosperity, even
survival, of their hospital.
In 1958, teaching hospital chief executives began meeting formally with the
As

Association of American Medical Colleges as a Section on Teaching Hospitals.

a result of the Coggeshall Report entitled, Planning for Medical Progress Through
Education, completed in April, 1965, the AAMC underwent a significant
reorganization, and the teaching hospitals were involved formally in the
governance of the AAMC.

Thus, the Council of Teaching Hospitals was organized in

1966 and followed shortly thereafter by the Council of Academic Societies.

A

major reason for involving teaching hospital chief executives and senior faculty
leadership in the AAMC governance was the clear recognition that the organization
needed to take a broader mandate including the substantially increasing
importance of the academic medical center in providing medical services.
•A new and continuing objective of the reorganized AAMC is the initiation and
continuous interaction between the leadership of all components of the modern
medical center in the development of AAMC policies and programs.
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All three AAMC

Councils retain their respective identity through their Administrative
Rbards.
•
Thus, the AAMC, through'COTHprOvideS representation and services related to the.,
special needs, concerns and opportunities facing teaching hospitals.

COTHhaS

been successful, in attracting .major teaching hospitals as members, and CEO's in
most major teaching hosOitals havel,een supportive of COTH/AAMC attivitieS,
.However, the rapidly changing environment facing teaching hospitals necessitates
Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

a Systematic assessment of how the AAMC shouTd function on behalf ofits?COTH:

This paper is not intended to )ea.defipittve assessment Of past or possible
AAMC activities. for COIN members. :.Rather, it is developed to stimulate and focus
..discussion on theactivities and initiativesjof;the AAMC from a. teaching hospital
perspective. The paper is organized :into three sections: (1)- a description of
the changing environment facing Council members, including a summary of
significant trends and Management needs facing teaching. hospitals, (2) an
assessment of the environment and competition confronting the Council and the
.hospital activities - of - the AAMC; and (3) On examination of future directions for
-COTH and the AAMC.

THE CHANGIAG ENVIRONMENT FACING.COTH-MEMBERS.

.Significant MajorTrends:Facing Teaching Hospitals
Atleast ten major environmental trends:are presently confronting .teaching

• Third party-payers, •pubTic and')priVateare limiting their fipanctal risk
by: imposing ':revenue limits

on providers,:

Such revenue limits are taking a

variety of forms, both regulatory and/or competitive in nature.
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Given an

"acceptable level" of quality in multiple service settings, payers will use
the price of the least expensive setting to pay all other providers.
2. Public and private payers are developing systems which limit hospital
payments to the costs incurred by their particular beneficiaries.

As a

result, and coupled with the trend set forth in item #1, these payers are
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increasingly unwilling to support, or share in, costs the hospital incurs
in caring

for

charity care and bad debt patients.

At the national policy

level, there is little or no discussion of new or expanded programs to
underwrite the care of these patients.
3. The hospital business is becoming more competitive.

While cooperation and

community, responsibility have been hallmark values and attitudes of the
past, the current competitive environment is developing a new set of
attitudes and values.

Information, management techniques, and

organizational structures are beginning to be viewed as corporate assets to
be protected rather than shared.
4. The increase in the supply of highly trained physicians is intensifying
competition between groups of physicians and hospitals for the provision of
capital intensive services.
5. Community hospitals have attracted well -trained subspecialists to their
staffs,- and have significantly enhanced their clinical capabilities. They
can now provide many of the services once thought to be the exclusive
province of teaching hospitals.
.Hospitals will increasingly be required to select specific programs they
will offer from an array of options that collectively exceeds the
hospital's capital and operating revenues.

As a result, teaching hospitals

will become more specialized, emphasizing cost competitive care in a
-22-

limited number of high cost'areasratherthan.l,imited voNmes of care, in a
great many high cost :area...
.'Hospitars are increasingly developing fOrmatlzed structural Arrangements
.blurring hospital boundaries and reducing the distinction between .hospitals
and associations

Independent . hospitals are increasingly looting to some

form of "corporate :hea4quarterS"! for guidance, technical assistance, and
large scale identity.
?e
8. Not-for-profit and investor-owned chains will increasingly formali
referral relationships for tertiary care to keep patients and revenues
within tliesystem.
9. Investor-owned hospitals will Seek management contracts, leases, and
and
ownership of some teaching Kospitals to acqutre prestige, legitimacy,
full service -capabilities.
10. There will continue to be efforts by some in the Administration and some
members of Congress to "mainstream" medical services to veterans by
providing a voucher system, thereby radically altering the role and
function of the Veterans Administration hospital and health care system.
.
In addition, efforts. will be made to reduceapprbpriationS to the Veterans
s to
Administration, making it more and more difficult for some VA hospital
maintain their ."stature":as'teaching.hoSpitals,
,
g.a
'Taken together these ten trends.'s.uggestthe hospital industry is betoMin
mature industry rather tnana growth industry

In the future,.one'llospital's

growth. and economic Stability arelikeTYA.O'COme at Ote.expepwcif 'other
hospifa)s_.

Market segmentation _“.§r0:Jally,pccwri.ng, most frequently as a

result of ,corOoTate.stra.tegic planning rather than as o result of cooperative
a .piaturing industry
rymemt7
For 4 volUnta
community planning
„ erstqp:Org40z4tiop,
.„

S.

implies a need to undertake activities which advantage its members compared to
other hospitals.

It also implies that any activity may advantage one subgroup of

members and thereby undermine the unity of the Association itself.
Significant Needs of Teaching Hospitals
Given the dramatic change in the trends facing teaching hospitals, the
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management agenda of CEO's in teaching hospitals is changing.

New management

topics are being addressed and the priorities assigned to old topics are being
reweighted with at least the following four managerial needs receiving increased
attention:
1. The development of systems to manage clinical and financial data in order
to identify hospital services, specify costs for each service on a cost
- accounting basis, and evaluate future program changes;
2. The creation of new operational systems emphasizing revenue management,
expense control, variable budgeting, variance analysis, input productivity,
and economy of operation;
3. The identification of marketing strategies which include attention to
market penetration, market segmentation, and pricing practices designed to
meet established revenue objectives; and
4. The clear specification of net income and rate of return goals designed to
ensure access to debt capital, and self-funding of new programs and
services.
Each of these managerial needs emphasizes the economic elements of the hospital.
Each also has major implications for A variety of other issues ranging from the
cost of undergraduate and graduate medical education to the cost of providing
hospital and physician services to indigent and medically indigent populations.
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AS a result, new associations and organizations are being created to respond to
these economic and other conterns., In light of these new otganizatioeis', existing
associations face -a :need to clarify the economic and non-economic benefits of
-membership.i
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THE.ENV1RONMENTJOR COTH

. COTH MeMbership ,
In order to examine the environment facing the hospital activities Of. the
AAMC, it is important to understand the compositionof the COTH membership. The
following review of the membership is one helpful way of assessinghe:_COTH/AAMC
role.
Number of
Members'

o

Common ownership with the college
of Medicine

64

- Percent

,J5%,

•

Separate non-profit corporation

?-7

With inextricable relationships* with.
the college of.mediCine
Large public hospital with inextri-

23

cable relationships* With the coilege
of medicine
The'ptiMary iMicatot.of the nature otthis--_relationthip. is that the chiefs
the hospital services are also chairmen of the respective medical s,chool.
departments.

o
o
o

Specialty hospital
. Federal hospital
Public hospital with a secondary

27

7%

74

19%

' 18

4%

58

14%

122

29%

affiliation with college of
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medicine
o

Affiliated non-profit hospital
with significant commitments to
medical education and research*
Affiliated non-profit community
teaching hospital**

A list of the membership by these categories is included as Appendix A. The mean
.size of a COTH non-federal hospital is 562 beds, and the regional distribution of
Members is as follows:
Percent of Members
Northeast

40%

South

20%

Midwest

27%

West

12%

*Teaching hospitals with a "resident-to-bed" ratio above 0.2 which are not
otherwise classified.
**Teaching hospitals with a "resident-to-bed" ratio less than 0.2 which are not
otherwise classified.
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It is of interest to note that 22% of COTH members are in the states of New York
. and Pennsylvania'.

TABLE I on the following page illustrates the fact that a

majority .of COTH members are in the seven states of New York, Pennsylvania,
California, Ohio, Illinois, Massachusetts and Michigan.

TABLE II shows that when

the geographic distribution of primary teaching hospitals is analyzed, nine
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-states account for a majority of
group.

members,

and only Michigan drops out of the

In TABLE II, primary teaching hospitals are defined as. having: (1) common

• ownership with a university; (2) separate nonprofit corporations with
inextricable relationships with a college of medicine; or (3) public hospitals
with inextricable relationships with a college of medicine.

For purposes of this

paper, the basic indicator used to define a primary teaching hospital is whether
the Chiefs of thehospital services are also chairmen of the respective medical
school departments. Medical schools without a hospital in any of these three
categories are listed in Table III.

The geographic distribution of COTH Veterans

Administration .hospitals is listed in Table IV.

•

In summary, the COTH membership varies substantially in terms of hospital

ownership, hospital -medical school relationship, and geography.* As a result,
COTH members are not in an equal position to respond to the environmental and
managerial issues they face; this underlies both the intensive debate over proper
governance relationships of some medical centers and the services various members
expect from COTH/AAMC.
.New Hospital Orpnizations Competing for National Attention
.The COTH was the first of a growing number of special interest hospital
organizations.

•

Since its establishment, a number of associations have developed

and many of them compete with COTH for the allegiance of its members.

TABLE I
State
Distribution of COTH Members by

Cumulative
Percent

Number of
Members

Percent of
Members

56

13.5%

13.5%

New York

35

8.4

21.9

Pennsylvania

32

7.7

29.6

California

6.3

35.9

Ohio

26

5.8

41.7

Illinois

24
21

5.1

46.7

Maisachusetts

5.1

51.8

Michigan;

21

4.3

56.1

Texas

18

3.4

59.5

Connecticut

14
14

3.4

62.9

New Jersey

11

2.6

65.5

Missouri

10

2.4

68.0

Wisconsin

133

32.0%

100.0%

All Others

415

100.0%

TOTAL

State
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TABLE II
Distribution of Primary Teaching Hospitals by State

Number of
Primary Teaching
Hospitals

Percent of
Members

14

12.3%

California

9

7.9

20.2

Pennsylvania

7

6.1

26.3

Massachusetts •

6

5.3

31.6

Texas

6

5.3

36.8

Illinois

5

4.4

41.2

• 4

3.5

44.7'

Missouri

4

3.5

48.2

Ohio

4

3.5

51.8

55

48.2 •

100.0%

State
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New York

Georgia

All Other
TOTAL

114

•

H

100.0%

• Cumulative
Percentage
•

12.3%

TABLE III
Medical School Without a Hospital in the
COTH List of 114 Primary Teaching Hospitals

Primary Teaching Hospital Does Not Belong to COTH
University of Hawaii John A. Burns School of Medicine
University of Louisville School of Medicine
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Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences
Oral Roberts University School of Medicine
Ponce School of Medicine
Schools Using Community Teaching Hospitals as Base Hospital
Southern Illinois University School of Medicine
Chicago Medical School
Michigan State University College of Human Medicine
University of.Minnesota - Duluth School of Medicine
University of Nevada School of Medicine
UMDNJ, Rutgers Medical School
East Carolina University 'School of Medicine
University of North Dakota School of Medicine
Wright State University School of Medicine
Northeast Ohio Universities School of Medicine
University of South Carolina School of Medicine
University of South Dakota School of Medicine
East Tennessee State College of Medicine
Texas A&M College of Medicine

-

Marshall University School of Medicine
Provisional AAMC Members
Mercer University School of Medicine
Morehouse School of Medicine
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_Distribution of COTH -Veterans Administration
Hospitals 1141 by State
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Cal tfornia
has nine and 'Nor York liaSr
. .
seven VA 'members.

Pive.states have three VA members:
Florida, 4111nOs',-Aissouri,.. Ohio and..
Texas

o

Eleven states have two VA Members.:
Connecticut
Georgia
Iowa
Kentucky.
Louisiana
Massachusetts -

o

Michigan
Pennsyl van i a
Tennessee
Virginia
1.4i scansin

Nineteen states, the. District- of Columbia
and:Puerto Rico fiave, a single. VA, member':
Alabama,
Ati zona
ArkansasColorado
Indiana.
Maryland

Minnesota ':'
Mississippi •
Nebraska ',
New Jersey,
New. Mexico
, Notttv Carolina
Oklahoma

Oregon
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Vermont.
Washington
West Virginia

,

o

The Federation of American Hospitals has become an effective and highly
visible organization;

o

The National Association of Public Hospitals is two years old and
gaining strength;

o

The Association of Academic Health Centers is exhibiting strong interest
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in major teaching hospital issues.;
o

The National Council of Community Hospitals has made its presence felt,
and appears to be a viable organization;

o

The National Association of Children's Hospitals and Related
Institutions has recently moved to Washington, DC;

o

The Association of Volunteer Trustees of Not-for-Profit Hospitals has
taken on some specific issues, and made an impact;

111/1
o

Increasingly, hospitals and hospital associations are hiring
Washington-based law firms and consulting firms for "representation"
purposes.

Some (not all) of these law firms have very little

substantive or technical knowledge in the areas in which they are
engaged to provide "representation" services.
Clearly; the association environment for COTH has changed substantially over the
past five to ten years.

There is competition for constituents, and for the

attention of legislators, legislative staffers, and executive branch political
leaders and employees.
In addition, other organizations are developing for a variety of purposes.

7-32-

o

.Voluntaty Hospitals ofAmerici has become a
substantial economic force since its:inception
in 1977;
.Associated Hospital Systems is engaged

a

variety Of economic and public„:policy-actiyi“es;
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The Consortium for the Study of University,
Hospitals has organized tO.Study governance and
other matters peculiar to the operation of
hospitals under common ownership with state universities,
o

The Council of Independent Teaching Hospitals is a
group of hospitals in an organizational stage
which. hOpes'tdaddress the problems of.hospitals.
with freestanding residency programs and which. do
not have a close medical school affiliation.;.
The Federation of Jewish Hospitals has hired an
individual to explore the possibility of
exploiting the collective economic strength of
its members-;
,The "original!' Council. of ,Teaching Hospitals
has engaged Howard Newman to explore the

.

development of possible collective activities.
A list of COTH members-belOnging

some -of these new.organizations is included'

. as. Appendix B.
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sts that multi -hospital
The development of these new organizations sugge
to some degree taking on
systems, cooperatives, and organizational entities are

•

traditional functions of associations.

For example, until very recently (the

ly did not envision a
past six months), Voluntary Hospitals of America clear
public policy advocacy role.

This policy has been reversed, and such an advocacy

function is being developed.
COTH Strengths and Areas of Concern
h Centers, all of the
With the exception of the Association of Academic Healt
ital" organizations.
organizations identified in the previous section are "hosp
se is to serve their
They were started by hospitals and their exclusive purpo
AAMC is that it brings
.hospital constituents. A unique characteristic of the
science faculty, and
together in one organization the deans, clinical and basic
teaching hospital chief executives.

Thus, it is not exclusively a medical school

needs of academic
organization: nor an organization devoted soley to the
physicians or teaching .hospitals.
of trustees, has a
The Executive Council, which serves as the AAMC board
four faculty representatives.
plurality of deans, but includes four hospital and
of the focus of their charge,
Committees or task forces of the AAMC, regardless
policy has been established
include at least one member from each Council. This
to aid in the development of more
to improve common understanding of issues, and
broadly based AAMC policies or programs.

Each constituency group may not get

unified voice enhances the
optimal outcome from its own •point of view, but the
le, a position statement on a
strength of the AAMC policy position. For examp
it can be supported by the
hospital issue-can be given greater strength when

•

deans and faculty.

appears to have
At the same time, this method of operation

of the three components
reduced the friction and mistrust between the leadership
of the medical center.
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On -nulilerous occasions, COTH members have expressed. strong support for both
. the Council and the AAMC and its Staff, This perception of, the benefits, of membership appears to be based on 't6.6 :f9llowing . COTH/AAMC characteristics
I: The hospital activities Of COTH/AAMC focus on

4

limited set of concerns

which in the past have not duplicated the efforts of other national
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:Organi zations:
a, clinical education issues including faculty relationships;
b. clinical research issues; and
c. issues of particular concern t

large and/or complex hospitals.

2. In addressing issues and involving institutional representatives ,.the
COTH/AAMC generally takes a corporate level viewpoint of the hospital
rather than a departmental Or functional one.

Administrative Board, AAMC

Assembly, and committee apPointnients, are generally CEO appointments.

The

COTH Spring Meeting it directed at the CEO, and his/her attendance is
required if others are to attend the meeting.
3. A teaching hospital, CEO's involvement jii.COTH/AAMC activities inyolves
him/her with other CEO's, cwarisy and faculty chairmen—all significant
reference groups for the C.O.
4. The AAMC conimunicates its viewpoints directly to hospital CEO's without a
state association as an intermediary.

The message has frequently been more

timely than others, but pending developments at other associations may
decrease this advantage.
5. The AAMC staff promptly return telephone. call
CEO's and their staffs'.

and correspondence to' member.

The r:esoonstveness, reinforces the CEO perception

that the staff pays attention to What tbriterlls him.

_35_

S

In the development of the reorganized AAMC and the operation over the
past 15 years, one could expect that a number of questions might be raised.
Changes in the environments for both teaching hospitals and associations have
stimulated a number of major questions in recent years.

The following are

some examples.
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Why have such a large number of special interest groups developed in the
hospital community?

"There appears to be a general lack of confidence that a

large organization can deal with the special problems of 'my' kind of
hospital," is a response that is frequently given in answer to this question.
Clear examples are the development of the National Association of Public
Hospitals and the Consortium for the Study of. University Hospitals.
Does the staff of the AAMC perceive problems trying to represent a wide
range of teaching hospital members?

The large, private hospitals, which view

themselves as the institutions which teach the teachers and support major
research programs, on occasion express the view that their unique
contributions and problems are not fully articulated.

They and their

colleagues in the other primary teaching hospitals seem to feel the rest of
the COTH constituency dilutes their message.

When asked specifically to show

how the diverse constituency has diluted or changed the AAMC objectives, the
response has not been helpful.

At the same time, the affiliated hospitals

which are not primary seem to believe the organization is dominated by primary
teaching hospitals.
Are.there_problems with the regional distribution of COTH members?

Some

constituents express the view that the organization is dominated by
representatives from the Northeast corridor.

•

A review of the list of COTH

Past Chairmen could make a case for some bias, but a review of Administrative
Board membership would not support this view.
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Since the largest number of

C0111 members are in: the Northeast, it might be expected that this region has
larger representation on the COTH Administrative Board and AAMC committees.
Who should be the COTH representative?

A matter of some concern is the

request of some members, primarily community teaching hospitals, that their
institutional representative be someone other than the CEO of the hospital
(e.g., medical director, vice president for medical affairs or a director of
medical education).

This suggests either: (1) that the role and

responsibility of the COTH and its representation of the hospital 'viewpoint in
the AAMC is not well understood; or (2) that in hospitals with 'limited
educational programs, the 'CEO may not be 'heavily involved in the education and
research issues, and the impact of these two missions has not significantly
affected the character of the hospital.
•

What are, the services provided: to the COTH Veterans Administration

members?

In the '!hospitalcOmmunity" there is not a full understanding and

appreciation of the role. of VA hospitals in medical education and as partners
in the academic medical center

Over 7,700 residency positions are financed

by the VA and.a substantial research budget is supported. .The.AAMC is. the
:only national hospital or medical association which teStifi,es_regUlarly_on
hphalf -ofthe. yeterans Administration medical care appropriation.
Additionally., the ,AAMC provides supportjOrthe"VA in other legislative
matters affecting the VA, ranging from chiropractic issues to .special pay
staff of
provisions for. physicians.' Routine meetings, are held with the senior
special
:the,AAMC and the VA ChiefMedical Director's office, and on occasion
VA •
consulting teams have been organized to resolyedifficulties-with. some
hospital -medical school affiliation arrangeMents.
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What other complaints are heard?
than can be accommodated.

Many more CEO's wish to participate

By design, the AAMC does not have standing

committees in substantive areas and keeps the number of committees as small as
possible.

Participation is what generates loyalty and support of the

organization.

To overcome this difficulty, the Department of Teaching

Hospitals staff makes a strong effort to attend the meetings of the regional
Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

teaching hospital groups and seeks other ways to make personal contact with
the teaching hospital constituents.
A final impression to which the staff Sometimes finds it difficult to
respond comes across as, "If only your organization would do something, I
wouldn't have the problems I now have."

Governance problems at the medical

center level are a good example of this kind of problem.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR COTH/AAMC
A Framework for Analysis
Associations of autonomous service and business entities, generally focus
their activities on one or more of five goals.
Advocacy -- the association works to advantage its members by obtaining
favorable or avoiding unfavorable treatment from the environment in
which it operates.

Advocacy activities may be directed at the

political process (legislative and executive) or at the private sector
environment.

Economic -- the association works to develop programs and member services
designed to improve the efficiency and profitability of its members.
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Examples of sucb:programs.'‘inclUde grouvpurchasing,. standardiied,
„
operating procedures,multi-firm benefit and personnel pro4raMs.
•
•
• -• •
Informatiorv.,-7 the association
its members with •a convenient•• and.
..• provides
_
•
reliable -network.designed to: furnitti,meMbers with significant
'
—

information .onAevelOpmentS in the :enVi ronment. To the extent -that
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members . are willing to share :internal.:,_ informatiom. with each other, the
association provides a means of facilitating the exchange of "within
•
member developments."
Education,— theassociationdeveloPs educational programs specifically
.„ .
, designed tomeet the specialized needs of its members.
•
Research -- the _association develops an organized program to monitor the
performance, of .its members, to develop methods or techniques which can
be .used by all members, and/or to identify early developments likely to
affect the environment in which a member operates.
In most associations, each of -these goals is present.

Differences in

associations seem to reflect differences in the emphasis given a particular goal
and in the, balance of,activity,across the-five goals.
A review of the most'recent paper on the "Selected Activities" of the AAMC's
Department of Teaching Hospitals, Appendix C, shows staff activities focus
primarily .in the areas of advocacy, information; education, and research.'
Services in the,economic area have not been developed.

At the AAMC Officers'

Retreat in December, 1982, agreement .was reached that it would be unwise for the
. AsSciciatipm toAevelop seryice prograins jinless'jhere is a clearly expressed
constituent desire ;for-a service and the Association : would be 'uniquely qualified:
to provide that service.

This decision was approved at the AAMC'Executive

*Separate enclosure with this agenda

Council meeting on January 20, 1983.

Thus, the absence of these types of

economic activities is the result of deliberate AAMC policy.
Within the four areas of existing activity, members commenting on the value
of COTH generally cite its advocacy activities.

While a large proportion of

staff time is devoted to testimony, letters of comment, and personal
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representation at the Congressional staff level, more time is probably devoted to
interaction with HCFA and other executive agency staff, and to participation in
advisory board and committees of other hospital associations and groups.
Interaction with the staff of other associations or organizations whose interests
overlap with those of the COTH/AAMC is particularly time consuming, and very
important.

Substantial staff time is also devoted to the development and

distribution of information including a series of annual studies, the COTH
Report, weekly activity report stories, and membership memoranda.

In addition, a

large proportion of staff time is spent on the telephone conveying information to
members, consulting and law firms, and other callers.

Thus, while advocacy may

be the most valued staff service, information dissemination is also time
consuming.

The information dissemination function is supportive of the advocacy

function (and in some cases is not distinguishable from it) since it serves to
establish the credibility and reputation of the AAMC teaching hospital staff
members.
Future Directions
The Council of Teaching Hospitals of the AAMC is less than twenty years old,
and it grew and developed during the period of hospital expansion and
retrospective cost reimbursement.

With a changing environment, COTH and the

AAMC's services need to be examined to help ensure that traditional activities of

•

the Department of Teaching Hospitals are appropriate and that any new initiatives
strengthen both the Council and the AAMC.

As the membership and governance
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ion on behalf of its
directs their attention to howthe Association should funct
- hospital members in the future, past services

emphases are only a prologue.

est. The selection
• .Yet, past activities have demonstrated a commonality of inter
asingly important in
• and development of areas of commOn'interest will become incre
a more competitive future

As4_resUlt; staff suggests the followins

in the future,
recommendations be considered for OTH/AAMC activities,
Advocacy
acy.
By its very nature and structure, the AAMC is focused on advoc

In the

expansion and
past two decades, this advocacy has focused on supporting the
e, the advocacy
development of member capabilities. In the near futur
membership and
emphasis will shift to protecting the diversity of the
available to
preserving special benefits, subsidies, and advantages
teaching hospitals.

With, third party payers increasingly setting fixed

must work to protect
levels of expenditures for hospital services, the AAMC
the teaching hospital share.
of legislation,
Advocacy, however, is not limited to the political process
regulation 'and Oversight.

It includes .. building public awareness,

appretiatiOn'for,•and-support of teaching hospitals.

The predominately

asing emphasis on
local nature of hospital Service markets and the incre
advocacy of the
Total payment arrangements stimulates the need for public
role, responsibility •
generic benefits. provided. by teaching . hospitals.: The
system need to
and contributions of teaching ,hospitals to the health care
be articulated forcefully and constantly

In view of the rapidly changing

,-the increasing importance of the
hospital and medical service evironment
„•
policies and
role of the .0TH and its members in the development of
understood.
programs'of the AAMC should ;be' clearly recognized and
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The advocacy position articulated above in fact implies a policy of
protecting the diversity of membership and emphasizing the generic
contributions and values of all teaching hospitals. A number of COTH
members believe, however, that they would be better served if the AAMC
perceived its role as advocating the particular needs of only the primary
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teaching hospitals (i.e., the first three categories shown in Appendix A).
At this time, the staff of the Department of Teaching Hospitals does not
believe that advocacy on behalf of this limited group of teaching hospitals
is the proper policy course to pursue.
o

In the era of administered prices, federally sponsored and conducted
.studies will be used to direct the evolution of the system. It is
recommended that COTH/AAMC explicitly work to have their members included
on all relevant advisory and research committees.

o

It is recommended that COTH/AAMC sponsor an annual seminar for
Congressional staff on innovations in teaching hospitals.

Medical staff

members active in the development of new technologies would describe and
discuss the innovation.
o

It is recommended that the COTH/AAMC develop a registered service mark or
slogan which could be licensed to individual members meeting defibed
criteria.

Examples of the slogan accompanying the service mark are:
Where Standards of Excellence are Routine
Where Education and Research Result in Better
Patient Care
World Class Medicine
• Scholarship in Service of Patient Care
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'

Information.

Information acquisition costs in. all organizations can bedramatically reduced.
if a reliable and timely 'ink to the environment is .establishecL Critical to
. ability to sort and
the economy of this link is the external sources)
prioritize information in the same way the receiver himself would.

In a:,
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Competitive,environment, 11214 cost, accurate information is a valuable asset..
Because the 'competitive value of the information is based ..upon its use., not
its possession,' competing organizations can generally share in supporting .an
information:network:.

•

In a 'rapidly Clianging_enOronment; C9TH/AAMC_ can offer members a valuable
service .by collecting, analyzing,, and distributing information.

This goal

'should continue to receive priority, ,howeyer,.:a careful evaluation should be
•
undertaken to assess the, types of information presently distributed, the
reliance; bnpObted,z.materials and mailed 'distribution, and the almost
exclusive,designation, of CEO's as the addressee.
o

It is recommended that the AAMC develop an electronic communication
capability which is regularly used to communicate time sensitive
information to its constituents.

o

It is recomniended. that'the •AAMC supplement its present mailings to
hospital CEO's with mailing lists for chief financial officers and
di rectors of .planning.. Where appropriate, duplicate mailings of .memoranda
would be Airected, to one or both of these individuals.

o

It is recommended that the AAMC use the data and reports of the American
Hospital Association and Healthcare Financial Management Association to
develop and publish time series data on teaching hospital utilization,
revenue, expense, charity care, staffing, and financial performance.

It is recommended that the CAS and COTH consider sponsorship of an annual
symposium on recent developments in clinical care and technology.

The

- objective of the symposium would be' to provide the hospital chief
executive officer a broader perspective of new and developing technology,
and its implications for medical care in the teaching hospitals.
Economics
Teaching hospitals compete in: three markets:

in an immediate local market for

primary hospital services.; in a somewhat broader local market for tertiary
hospital services, and in a regional or national market for payer revenues.
In each of these markets, many teaching hospitals are competing with each
other as well as. with community hospitals.
A decision to emphasize economic goals would require the AAMC to expand
a
substantially its present teaching hospital staff. It also would require
latter
willingness to advantage some members at the expense of others. This
programs.
'point does .not seem to be understood by all who advocate service

No

recommendations have been developed for this type of activity.
Education
on the
The success in' the summer of 1983 of the four regional workshops
ions
Medicare prospective payment methodology and physician payment regulat
le
demonstrates the ability of the AAMC to mount programs and the favorab
ting.
response of the constituents if the topics are timely and interes

These

AAMC can play
. workshops serve as an excellent example of the special role the
as a result of its unique tripartite organization.

The objective of the

dean
workshops was to serve the hospital CEO by educating the medical school
will accompany
and faculty about the change in their responsibilities which
the new Medicare payment methodology.

The Management Education Programs of
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intensive review and
the AAMC have been reorganized and are under
ituent groups should continue to be
redevelopment. The needsof all AAMC const
examined.
"issue development"
It is - recommended that the COTH/AAMC sponsor
MO relationships, the
conferences on'such matters as teaching hospital/H
programs and similar
impact of PPO s, development , of ambulatory service
topics.
Research,
s has been a secondary goal
Traditionally, AAMC research on hospital ibOic
n activities. Placing
undertaken to support either advocacy, or informatio
onably well; however new
research in a secondary position has worked :reas
re enhanced research'
advocacy and information requirements will requi
e in the changed environment,
capabilities (W in, monitOrinwmember performanc
threaten the survival of teaching
(2) in analyzing environmental factors which
opments which may be widely
hospitals, and (3) in identifying early devel
help ensure that the secondary
present in the environment in 3-10, years. To
ct to sporadic attention as time
or derived importance of research is not subje
am should be developed.
permits, a small but 'continuous 'research progr
o

s•
d AAMC survey COTH members to
If HCFA cost reports permit, it is recommende
Under cost based reimbursement
assess the differences in hospital revenue
payment results in reduced
and prospective payment. Where prospective
the characteristics of the
revenue, the AAMC should attempt to identify
adversely affected members..
rs to determine,the
iedomthehded that-the-AAMCsurvey its membe
rs under the medical education and
tiecifOare:rel'ienuebeing . paid.to COTH membe
4
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capital pass throughs and under the "indirect adjustment for costs
associated with medical education."
It is recommended that AAMC staff prepare papers on four survival issues
facing teaching hospitals:

alternative methods for funding residency

training, new approaches to financing charity care, developing methods for
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estimating average and marginal costs per case; and the extent of. price
differences among payers paying "negotiated" prices.
o

It is recommended that AAMC staff prepare a literature review on options
and issues in determining capitation payments for Medicare and Medicaid
patients.

Reviewing the Recommendations
These are not a set of exclusive recommendations; others could and/or should
be added to the list.

However, there are two views to be taken.

The first is

that there are a whole variety of projects, programs and initiatives that
could be undertaken.

They can be set forth, and the staffing requirements

needed to accomplish them can be projected.

A second way of viewing the

situation is to make the assumption that the staff size will 'not increase
substantially.

The question then becomes one of determining which projects,

programs or initiatives should receive the highest priority.

It is hoped that

readers of this paper will take the latter course in thinking about AAMC
teaching hospital activities.
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Appendix A

Distribution of COTH Hospitals
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by

•

Type of Hospital and School Relationship

64 Hospitals having Common Ownership with the College of Medicine
University of Alabama Hospitals
Birmingham, AL
University of South Alabama Medical Center
Mobile, AL
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University Hospital
Tucson, AZ
University Hospital
. Little Rock, AR
Loma Linda University Medical Center'
Loma Linda, CA
UCLA Hospitals and Clinics
Los Angeles, CA
University of California, Irvine, Medical Center
Orange, CA
University of California, Davis, Medical Center
Sacramento, CA
University Hospital
San Diego, CA
University of California Hospitals and Clinics
San Francisco, CA
Stanford University Hospital
Stanford, CA
University Hospital
Denver, CO
University of Connecticut
Farmington, CT
George Washington University Hospital
Washington, DC
Georgetown University Hospital
Washington, DC
Howard University Hospital
Washington, DC
Crawford W. Long Memorial Hospital
Atlanta, GA
Emory University Hospital
Atlanta, GA

Eugene Talmadge Memorial Hospital
Augusta, GA'
Rush-PresbyterianSt, LUke's Medital Center
Chicago, IL
University of Chitago Hospitals and:Clinics Chicago, IL
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Untversity. of Illinois Hospital
Chicago', IL
Foster G. MtGaw. Hospital
Maywood., IL
-Indiana; .University Hospitals
Indianapolis,. IN
University of Iowa Hospitals and: Clinics
Iowa ,City, IA
University* of Kansas Medical Center
l(ansis City, XS
University Hospital
Lexington,, KY
Louisiana State •Uhiverstty- Hospital,
Shreveport, LA
University' of Maryland Hospital
BaltimOre, MD
University of Massachusetts Hospital
Morchester, MA
University Hospital
And. Arbor, MI
University of Minnesota Hospital
Minneapolis, MN
University Hospital
Jackson, MS
University of Missouri Hospital and Clinics
Columbia, MO
St. Louis University Hospitals
St. Louis, MO'
University- of Nebraska Hospital and Clinics
Omaha, NE
Uni. versity Medical' Center
Newark, NJ
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Albany Medical Center Hospital
Albany, NY
State University Hospital
Brooklyn, NY
New York University Hospital
New York, NY
Strong Memorial Hospital
Rochester, NY
University Hospital
Stony Brook, NY
State University Hospital
Syracuse, NY
Duke University Hospital
Durham, NC
University of Cincinnati Hospital
Cincinnati, OH
Ohio State University Hospitals
Columbus, OH
Medical College of Ohio Hospital
Toledo, OH
University Hospital
Portland, OR
Milton S. Hershey Medical Center
Hershey, PA
Hahnemann University Hospital
Philadelphia, PA
_Hospital of the Medical College of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA
Temple University Hospital
Philadelphia, PA
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelphia, PA
Medical University Hospital
Charleston, SC
George W. Hubbard Hospital
Nashville, TN
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Vanderbilt. University Ho.spital.
Nishville,,,TN• •
University, of Texas Medical, Branch Hospit&F
Galveston,. TX
University of, Utah' Hospital!
Salt Lake City., UT,
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University. of Virginia Hospital's
Charlottesville, VA'
Medical. College of Virginia Hospitals',
• Richmond,. VA'.
University. of Washington Hospitalt
Seattle, WA.
West ,Virginia - University' Hospital
Morlantown, WV
University. of. Wisconsin Hospital, and; liflics
Madison, WI

27 Separate Non-Profit Hospitals with Inextricable Relationships with College of
Medicine
11111
Yale-New Haven Hospital
New Haven, CT
Shands Hospital
Gainesville, FL
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Northwestern Memorial Hospital
Chicago, IL

•

The Johns Hopkins Hospital
Baltimore, MD
Beth Israel Hospital
Boston, MA
Brigham and Women's Hospital
Boston, MA
Massachusetts General Hospital
Boston, MA
New England Medical Center
Boston, MA
University Hospital
Boston, MA
Harper Grace Hospitals
Detroit, MI
Rochester Methodist Hospital
Rochester, MN
St. Mary's Hospital
Rochester, MN
Barnes Hospital
St. Louis, MO
Creighton Omaha Health Care Corporation
Omaha, NE
Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital
Hanover, NH
Montefiore Hospital
Bronx, NY
The Mount Sinai Hospital
New York, NY
The New York Hospital
New York, NY
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Presbyterian Hospital imthe,'City Of. NY.
New York, NY.
North Caroltna 4Ptist Hospitals
Winston-Salem, NC
University Hospitals of Cleveland
.
Cleveland, OH
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Presbyterian-University. Hospital
Pittsburgh, PA
-Rhode Island-Hospital
Providence, RI
: Hermann Hospital
Houston, TX
Medical Center Hospital of Vermont
Burlington, VT
Medical Center Hospitals
Norfolk, VA
Froedtert Memorial Lutheran Hospital
Milwaukee, WI

23 Public Hospitals with Inextricable Relationships with the College of Medicine
LA County/USC Medical Center
Los Angeles, CA
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
Torrance, CA
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Jackson Memorial Hospital
Miami, FL
Tampa General Hospital
Tampa, FL
Grady Memorial Hospital
Atlanta, GA
Wishard Memorial Hospital
Indianapolis, IN
Charity Hospitals of Louisiana
New Orleans, LA
Truman Medical Center
Kansas City, MO
University of New Mexico Hospital
Albuquerque, NM
Kings County Hospital Center
Brooklyn, NY
Erie County Medical Center
Buffalo, NY
Bellevue Hospital Center
New York, NY
Westchester County Medical Center
Valhalla, NY
The North Carolina Memorial Hospital
Chapel Hill, NC
Oklahoma Memorial Hospital
Oklahoma City, OK
City of Memphis Hospitals
Memphis, TN
Parkland Memorial Hospital
Dallas, TX
Harris County Hospital District
Houston, TX
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Lubbock Tneral, HospiTta1
- Lubbock, TX
Bexar. County -Hospital District
San Antonio, TX
•Harborview Medical Center
Seattle, WA
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Milwaukee County •Medical Complex
Milwaukee, WI
• University Hospital
Rio Pierdras, PR

•

27 Specialty Hospitals
Children's Hospital of Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA
Children's Hospital of San Francisco
San Francisco, CA
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Children's Hospital National Medical Center
Washington, DC
Henrietta Egleston Hospital for Children
Atlanta, GA
The Children's Memorial Hospital
Chicago, IL
Schwab Rehabilitation Hospital
Chicago, IL
The Children's Hospital Medical Center
Boston, MA
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary
Boston, MA
St. Margaret's Hospital for Women
Boston, MA
Children's Hospital of Michigan
Detroit, MI
St. Louis Children's Hospital
St. Louis, MO
Hospital for Joint Diseases
New York, NY
___-4iospital for Special Surgery
New York, NY
Memorial Hospital for Cancer and Allied Diseases
New York, NY
Children's Hospital Medical Center
Akron, OH
Children's Hospital Medical Center
Cincinnati, OH
Children's Hospital
Columbus, Oft
St. Christopher's Hospital for Children
Philadelphia, PA .
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Children's Hospital o 'Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA
rEye and 'Ear Hospital of'Pittsbur,gh
Pittsburgh, PA
Magee-Wornen 's Hospital
Pittsburgh, PA
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Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic
Pittsburgh, PA
Women and Infant's Hospital
Providence, RI
Texas Children's Hospital
Houston, TX
M.D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute
Houston, TX
Children's Orthopedic Hospital and Medical Center
Seattle., WA
MilivaUkee Children's Hospital
Milwaukee, :WI

77 Federal Hospitals
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VA Medical Center
Birmingham, AL
Little Rock, AR
Tucson, AZ
Loma Linda, CA
Long Beach, CA
Los Angeles, CA (Brentwood)
Los Angeles, CA (Wadsworth)
Martinez, CA
Palo Alto, OA
San Diego, CA
San Francisco, CA
Sepulveda, CA
Denver, CO
Newington, CT
West Haven, CT
Washington, DC
Gainesville, FL
Miami, FL
Tampa, FL
Augusta, GA
Decatur, GA
Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL
Hines, IL
Indianapolis, IN
Des Moines, IA
Iowa City, IA
Lexington, KT
Louisville, KT
New Orleans, LA
Shreveport, LA
Baltimore, MD
Boston, MA
West Roxbury, MA
Allen Park, MI
Ann Arbor, MI
Minneapolis, MN
Jackson, MS
Columbia, MO
Kansas City, MO
St. Louis, MO
Omaha, NE
East Orange, NJ
Albuquerque, NM
Albany, NY
Bronx, NY
Brooklyn, NY
Buffalo, NY
New York, NY
Northport, NY
Syracuse, NY
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•

•

Durham, NC
Cincinnati, OH
Cleveland, OH
Dayton, OH
Oklah6ma, OK
Portland, OR
Philadelphia, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Providence, RI
Charlest6n, SC
Memphis, TN
Nashville, TN
Dallas, TX
Houston,, TX
•San'Antonio, TX
White River Junction, VT
Hampton, VA
Richmond, VA
Seattle, WA
• Clarksburg; WV
• Madtson, WI,
Wood, y1 ,
San JuanOIR
NIO Clinical tenter
Bethesda, MD

- ,—
wiTfOt.:6 Wan USAF Medical Center
tin Antonio, tx
Public Health Hospital

WA

•

18 Public Hospitals with a Secondary Affiliation with College of Medicine
Maricopa County General Hospital
Phoenix, AZ
Martin Luther King Jr. General Hospital
Los Angeles, CA
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District of Columbia General Hospital
Washington, DC
University Hospital of Jacksonville
Jacksonville, FL
Cook County Hospital
Chicago, IL
Baltimore City Hospital
Baltimore, MD
Worcester City Hospital
Worcester, MA
Hurley Medical Center
Flint, MI
Wayne County General Hospital
Westland, MI
Hennepin County Medical Center
Minneapolis,_MN
St. Paul-Ramsey Medical Center
St. Paul, MN
Bronx Municipal Hospital Center
Bronx, NY
Nassau County Medical Center
East Meadow, NJ
City Hospital at Elmhurst
Elmhurst, NY
Harlem Hospital Medical Center
New York, NY
Charlotte Memorial Hospital and Medical Center
Charlotte, NC
Cleveland Metropolitan Hospital
Cleveland, Ohio
Erlanger Medical Center
Chattanooga, TN
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S

58 Affiliated Non-Profit Hospitals with Significant Commitments to Medical
Education (resident-to-bed ratio of at least 0.2)
Good Samaritan Hospital
Phoenix, AZ
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Kern Medical Center
Bakersfield, CA
Valley Medical Center
Fresno, CA
Mt. Zion Hospital and Medical Center
San Francisco, CA
Presbyterian Hospital of Pacific Medical Center
San Francisco, CA
Hartford Hospital
Hartford, CT
Hospital of St. Raphael
New Haven, CT
Washington Hospital Center
Washington, DC
Illinois Masonic Medical Center
Chicago, IL
Mercy Hospital and Medical Center
Chicago, IL
Michael Reese Hospital and Medical Center
Chicago, IL
Mount Sinai Hospital Medical Center
Chicago, IL
Evanston Hospital Corporation
Evanston, IL
Ochsner Medical Foundation
New Orleans, LA
Franklin Square Hospital
Baltimore, MD
Sinai Hospital of Baltimore
Baltimore, MD
Faulkner Hospital
Boston, MA
New England Deaconess Hospital
Boston, MA
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ElizabetW,s Hospital of Boston:.
Boston,AA,Detroit Receiving Hos,Pital
Detroit, MI.
Henry Ford Hospital
Detroit., MI
Hutzel Hospital
Detroit, MI
Sinai Hospital of Detroit
. -Detroit, MI
Providence Hospital
Southfield, MI
Jewish Hospital of St. Louis
St. Louis-, MO
Monmouth Medical Centet,
Long 5ranch, NJ
Middlesex General Hospital.,
New Brunswick, NJ :
:Newark Beth, Israel Medical. Center
Newark, NJ
St-Michael's.:Medical tenter
Newark, NJ' •
The Bronx Lebanon Hospital Center
Bronx, NY
Misericordia Hospitaljledital Center.
Bronx, NY.
Broo.Ozle Hospital Medical Center
- -i',00klyn.,. NY
"13
Brooklyn-Cumbetland Medical Center
- Brooklyn, .NY
Jewish Hospital and Medical Center
Brooklyn, NY
Long Island College Hospital Brooklyn, NY
- Malmonides Medical-. Center
,
..
Brooklyn, NY
,Methodist Hospital.
.Brooklyn,40.:,.. :

Booth Memorial Medical Center
Flushing, NY
North Shore University Hospital
Manhasset, NY
Nassau Hospital
Mineola, NY
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Long Island Jewish/Hillside Medical Center
New Hyde Park, NY
Beth Israel Medical Center
New York, NY
Cabrini Medial Center
New York, NY
Lenox Hill Hospital
New York, NY
St. Vincent's Hospital and Medical Center
New York, NY
Highland Hospital of Rochester
Rochester, NY
St. Vincent's Medical Center of Richmond
Staten Island, NY
Akron City Hospital
Akron, OH
The Cleveland Clinic Hospital
Cleveland, OH
Mt. Sinai Medical Center
Cleveland, OH
Geisinger Medical Center
Danville, PA
Albert Einstein Medical Center
Philadelphia, PA
The Graduate Hospital
Philadelphia, PA
Pennsylvania Hospital
Philadelphia, PA
Presbyterian-U of Penn Medical Center
Philadelphia, PA
Mercy Hospital of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA
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'Monteflore.Hospital AssOojation
Pittsburgh, PA.
Scott and White Memorial Hospital
'Temple.; TX

•

121 Affiliated Non-Profit Community Teaching Hospitals (resident-to-bed ratio
below 0.2)
Baptist Medical Centers
Birmingham, AL
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St. Joseph Hospital and Medical Center
Phoenix, AZ
Tucson Medical Center
Tucson, AZ
Memorial Hospital of Long Beach
Long Beach, CA
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Los Angeles, CA
Hospital of the Good Samaritan
Los Angeles, CA
Huntington Medical Center
Pasadena, CA
Riverside General Hospital
Riverside, CA
Mercy Hospital and Medical Center
San Diego, CA _
Kaiser Foundation Hospital
San Francisco, CA
Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center
Denver, CO
Bridgeport Hospital
Bridgeport, CT
St. Vincent's Medical Center
Bridgeport, CT
Danbury Hospital
Danbury, CT
Mount Sinai Hospital
Hartford, CT
St. Francis Hospital
Hartford, CT
New Britain General Hospital
New Britain, CT
Stamford Hospital
Stamford, CT
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Waterbury Hospital
Waterbury, CT.,,
Wilmington- Medical Center,
Wilmington, 'DE
Mt.. Sinai Medical Center ,
Miami peach, FL
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MacNeal Memorial Hospital
Berwyn, IL
St. Joseph Hospital
• Chicago, IL
St. Mary of Nazareth Hospital Center
Chicago, IL
Christ Hospital
• Oak - Lawn, IL
Lutheran General Hospital
Park ,Ridge, IL
St. "Francis Hospital-Medical Center
Peoria, IL
Memorial Medi,cal Center
Springfield,'IL
St. John's Hospital
Springfield:, 'It
Methodist Hospital, of Indiana
Indianapolis, IN
St. Vincent 4710spital. and Health. Center
Indianapolis', IN
Lowa Methodist Medical Center
Des MOines, IA
St. Francis Regional Medical- Center
Wichita-,KS
St. 'Joseph Hospital MedjcAT •Center
Micbita, KS.
'Wesley-Medical Center
W.ich.tta, KS
Jewish Hospit.al
Louisville, KT
• ToUrojhfi,rmary
New Orleans, LA

Maine Medical Center
Portland, ME
Maryland General Hospital
Baltimore, MD
Union Memorial Hospital
Baltimore, MD
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Carney Hospital
Boston, MA
Mt. Auburn Hospital
Cambridge, MA
Berkshire Medical Center
Pittsfield, MA
Baystate Medical Center
Springfield, MA.
St. Vincent Hospital
Worcester, MA
Worcester Memorial Hospital
Worcester, MA
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital
Ann Arbor, MI .
Oakwood Hospital Corporation
Dearborn, MI
Mount Carmel Mercy Hospital
Detroit, MI
St. John Hospital
Detroit, MI
Blodgett Memorial Medical Center
Grand Rapids, MI
Butterworth Hospital
Grand Rapids, MI
St. Mary's Hospital
Grand Rapids, MI
Sparrow Hospital
Lansing, MI
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital
Pontiac, MI
St. Luke's Hospital
Kansas City, MO
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St, John's. Mercy :Medical Center.
St, Louis, MO
$t. Mary's 'Health:Center
St. Louis, MO
Copper-HospitalfUniversity* Medical Center
Camden, NJ.
Hackensack Medical .Center
f
Hackensack„, NJ.
St. Barnabas Medical Center
Livingston„ NJ'
Morristown Memorial Hospital
Morristown, NJ:
Jersey Shore Medical Center
Neptune, NJ'
St. Joseph's Hospital and Medical Center
'Paterson, NJ
Muhlenberg Hospital
Plainfield, NJ
C"t10.1( JIPAbital
SyMmit.,. Nil
Buffalo General, lHospital
114Tfalo, NY
Millard Fillmore Hospital
Buffalo,' NY
Mary Imogene, Bassett- Hospital
Cooperstown, NY
Catholic Medical Center. Jamaica, NY
United. HeethServices,
• Johnson,, City, NY,
The Genesee, Hospital
Rochester, NY'.
Rochester—General:-Hospital
.Rochester, NY
St. Mary's: Hospital
. Rochester, NY
Moses •H._ Cone Memorial HOSpital
Greensboro, NC

Wake County Hospital System
Raleigh, NC
Akron General Medical Center
Akron, OH
St. Thomas Hospital Medical Center
Akron, OH
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Aultman Hospital
Canton, OH
Christ Hospital
Cincinnati, OH
Good Samaritan Hospital
Cincinnati, OH
St. Luke's Hospital
Cleveland, OH
Grant Hospital
• Columbus, OH
Riverside Methodist Hospital
Columbus, OH
Good Samaritan Hospital and Health Center
Dayton, OH
Miami Valley Hospital
Dayton, OH
Kettering Memorial Hospital
Kettering, OH
The Youngstown Hospital Association
Youngstown, OH
St. Francis Hospital
Tulsa, OK
Emanuel Hospital
Portland, OR
Lehigh Valley Hospital Center
Allentown, PA
The Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr, PA
Crozer-Chester Medical Center
Chester, PA
Mercy Catholic Medical Center
Darby,. PA
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:.HaMot Medical. Center
Erie, PA .
.Harrisburg*,HosPital
Harrisburg, PA:.
Conemaugh: Vail ey Medi Cal HOSpitalJohnstown, PA
Epi'scopal Hospital
Philadelphia, PA
„
Frankfort Hospital
Philadelphia, PA
The Lankenaw Hospital
Phi ladtl phi a,: PA

Al 1 eghanY

General Hospital
PA
urgh;
Pittsb

St; Francis General Hospital
Pi tt Sburgh PA
The Western Pennsylvania Hospital
Pi ttsburgh, PA
.
.
York HOSPitilYork PA
,
The Memo
, riál ,HOSpitaI
Pawtucket, RI
The Mi riám kbipi Val
Providence,
Roger Williams General Hospital
PrOvi dente
Greerivil I e Hospital Systems
Greenville, SC
:Baptist Memorial Hospital
Memphis,:TN'
Baylor University Medical , Center
....Dal las TX
Methodist Hospital:of Dallas
' Dallas, Ti
Presbyterian HOspital Of Dallas,
'Dallas,. TX
:St; Paul Hospital
Dal 1.35, TX

The Methodist Hospital
Houston, TX
The Fairfax Hospital
Falls Church, VA
Charleston Area Medical Center
Charleston, WV
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Ohio Valley Medical Center
Wheeling, WV
Madison General Hospital
Madison, WI
Mount Sinai Medical Center
Milwaukee, WI
• St. Joseph's Hospital
Milwaukee, WI
St. Luke's Hospital
Milwaukee, WI
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Organization
111/1
Associated Hospital Systems
(founded 1977)
(11 members including
5 COTH)

COTH Members
Forbes Health System, Pittsburgh
East Suburban Health Center
(Corresponding)
Greenville Hospital System
Intermountain Health Care, Inc., Salt Lake City
LDS Hospital
(former member)
Metropolitan Hospitals, Portland Oregon
Emanuel Hospital
SamCor, Phoenix
Good Samaritan Hospital'
Hills
Sisters of Mercy Health Corporation, Farmington
Arbor
Ann
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital,

National Association of
Public Hospitals
(founded 1981)
(24 members including
15 COTH)

Harris County Hospital District, Houston
College Hospital, Newark
D.C. General, Washington
Cleveland Metropolitan General
Grady Memorial, Atlanta
Los Angeles County/USC Medical Center
Parkland Memorial Hospital, Dallas
Truman Medical Center, Kansas City
University of Maryland Hospital
Wishard Memorial Hospital, Indianapolis
New York City Health and Hospitals Corp.
Bronx Municipal
Kings County
City Hospital at Elmhurst
Bellevue Hospital
Harlem Hospital Medical Center
Worcester City Hospital
Cook County Hospital
Westchester County Medical Center
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Milwtukee

County

Medical Center

-Abbott-Northwestern Hospital, Minneapolis
(former member)

bl untary- Motpi ta 1 t
,
*pica
(founded 1977)
(54 members including
22 COTH)

Akron, General Medical Center
Baptist Medical Centers, Birmingham
Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis
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Barnes Hospital
Baylor University, Medical Center,.Dallas
Butterworth Hospital , Grand Rapids
-Charleston Area Medical Center
Christ Hospital,.Cincinnati
Community Hospital of Indiana (corresponding)
Evanston Hospital Corporation
Henry Ford Hospital, ,Detroit
Lutheran General Hospitals, Park -Ridge
Madison -General Hospital
'Medical Center Hospitals, Norfolk
Memorial Hospital Medical Center, Long Beach
Miami Valley Hospital, Dayton
Ochsner ,Foundation Hospital, New Orleans
'Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia
Aiverside Methodist Hospital, Columbus .
Tucson Medical Center
Wesley Medical Center, Wichita
cipsorti uM of. Jewish
ospitals
17 members includin,
COTH)

Yale-New Haven Hospital
Albert Einstein Medical Center,, Philadelphia
nftrmarY, New, Orleans

Sinai Hospital of Baltimore
Jewish Hospital of St. Louis
Mt. Sinai Medical Center, Miami Beach
Montefiore Hospital, Pittsburgh
Mt. Sinai Medical Center, Milwaukee
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles
Beth Israel Hospital, Boston
Mt. Sinai Hospital & Medical Center, Chicago
Miriam Hospital, Providence
Sinai Hospital of Detroit
Michael Reese Hospital & Medical Center, Chicago
Mt. Sinai Medical Center, Cleveland
Jewish Hospital, Louisville

Consortium for the Study
of University Hospitals
(all COTH members)

University of Alabama Hospital
University of South Alabama Medical Center
University of Arkansas Hospital
UCLA Hospitals and Clinics
University of California Hospitals and Clinics,
San Francisco
University of Colorado Hospital
Shands Hospital, Gainesville
University of Illinois Hospital
University of Kentucky Hospital
University of Maryland Hospital
University of Massachusetts Medical
University of Michigan Hospitals
University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinics
University of Nebraska Hospital and Clinics
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Responses to the Review of Minutes
of the
MEETING OF THE AAMC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF FIVE ACADEMIC (CLINICAL) SOCIETIES
DECEMBER 7, 1983

Individual

Comment

1) Dr. Snow

Accurately reflect the meeting in general.

2) Dr. Stemmler

Minutes are fine.

3) Dr. Cummings

Request that minutes be changed to reflect the fact
that he spoke for the Otolaryngologists, not Dr. Snow,
and described the inability of the NRMP to meet
the needs of the Otolaryngologists and thus, the
natural evaluation of his process to choose
Colendrander's group.
Dr. Cumming recollected that Dr Snow spoke
regarding the lack of effective response of the
NRMP to meet their needs.

.4) Dr. Dyken

Minutes are fine.

.5) Dr. Thompson

Minutes are fine.

6) Dr. .Clark

No fault with minutes.

7) Dr. Kalina
(Dr. Weinstein)

Minutes are generally accurate, however, proposes
revision to own remarks. Original minutes indicate
that ophthalmologists were the group which had
initiated the alternative to the NRMP system, when
in truth, the NRMP system was the alternative to
their system since opportunities for matching at
the PGY-2 level did not exist at the time the
Ophthalmology Matching Program was initiated.
Dr. Kalina did not state that "candidates, generally
felt comfortable with the system"--no such general
survey has been done. What has been done is to
ask the candidates whether they preferred the
present timing of the ophthalmology match or a
later timing.

8) Dr. Freedberg

Change in word usage--"responsive vs. responsiveness"
in second paragraph on page two of minutes.

9) Dr. Keimowitz

Wonders if it would be useful to include his feelings
that the match process should occur as late as
possible, consistent with the other demands on the
students and program directors, and that there
would be considerable benefit to everyone if all
programs operated on a timetable similar to NRMP's.
Otherwise, minutes seem accurate.
-77-

Responses to the Review of Mfnutet'.'..Individual
.10) Dr. Heyssel
11) •Mr. Rice
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12) Dr. Rbt. Hill

. 'Minutes Took fine and accurately reflect the
discussion ,that tool( place.
. No comments received.
comments received.

MEETING OF THE AAMC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF FIVE ACADEMIC (CLINICAL) SOCIETIES
DECEMBER 7, 1983
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Minutes
Dr. Heyssel opened the meeting at approximately 12:45 after most of the
participants had arrived and had engaged in informal conversation over
lunch. He asked the participants (Listed - Attachment A) to introduce
themselves in order around the table, giving their name and affiliation
(institution and specialty represented). Dr. Heyssel then expressed his and
the Association's appreciation for the willingness of those present to
devote the time and energy required to make this dialogue possible. He
emphasized that the AAMC's objective in asking for the meeting was to
facilitate maximum communication and understanding among groups with varying
and sometimes conflicting perspectives on the matter of matching senior
medical students into residency positions at the second postgraduate year.
Generally stated, the AAMC was seeking an approach which provided:
Students with maximum time and opportunity to make
appropriate career choices;
Program directors with maximum opportunity to evaluate and
select appropriate candidates for the available positions;
Medical schools with the latitude to provide their students
with a sound medical education and to provide program
directors with an academic evaluation of candidates grounded
in accurate assessments of students in appropriate
situations.
Observing that the Neurologists had recently completed an extensive
survey of both program directors and resident physicians in that specialty,
Dr. Heyssel asked Dr. Thompson and Dr. Dyken to address the concerns of that
group first. Dr. Dyken provided a detailed description of the survey and
its results. (See Attachment B.) He pointed out, in particular, that the
characterization of the findings contained in the AAMC pre-meeting material,
while consistent with his own first thoughts, turned out to be not entirely
accurate when tested at the program directors' meeting in November.
Specifically, the observation that the directors would prefer a late match
over an early one and a single match over two matches, while true on a
majority/ minority basis, warranted further examination. In actuality,
there was a distinct bi-modal distribution of the responses and subsequent
discussion disclosed a substantial willingness among the members to
accommodate the interests and objectives of each other. This may well
result in a decision (at the spring meeting of the program directors) to
adopt a bi-phasic match system which would entail a match at both the senior
and the PGY-1 years. A condition of such a system would be that program
directors reserve at least one position in the second match. Preliminary
discussion indicated that the program directors would be generally amenable
to such a system. This is based in part on the experience that
approximately a third of the positions are now filled by the current match.
-79-

Dyken and Thompson 'also reported on the resUlts of the 1-983 matc.h
which had just occurred-, and ,the, reasons they adopted the current system.
It was their perception that the 'NRMP- was ,unreceptive to meeting 'their
unique needs and that the experience of others using the -services of.-Dr.
Colenbrander, had been highly satisfactory. .Their 'own experience with this
alternative bore that out Since they were impressed with the personal
attention and responsiveness of Dr. Ccilenbrander.
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Dr. Freedberg, representing the Dermatolgis:,
mas the .next .
discussant.. His society had two years of experience with the Col enbrander
match and had recently decided to switch to the NRMP. He reported :that,
Contrary to the impression held by .t he neurologists, the view of his
organization was that the NRMP was :extremely responsive to the needs of
program directors. This view was shared by program directors- in pulmonary ,
medicine who had recently conducted an :NRMP match for candidates interested
in entering that Specialty. , Extensive discussions are currently under way
to accomplish an NRMP-managed match of .Dermatology candidates to be
conducted .during their first, post-graduate year. All indications were that
this match ;would go Very -smoothly.
Dr. Clark and. :Dr. Pevehouse, representing the Neurological Surgeons.,
indicated that they had selected the .Colenbrander system for its '.apparent
responsiveness to -their concerns,. Their first match was ,just recently •
concluded- ,It had ;apparently gone -very well. - They had not fpreviously used
. a -:computer -match with,a uniform .match :date and 'mere impressed with-.,t he -ease
Of such a 'System.- :Their primary :Motivation was to conduct a match in
=advance of the NRMP to Permit students to 'select -a first year .position based
upon their neurosurgery :.program match for convenience of coordination of
first and 'second year .:positions.: (Coordination of the educational
experience and minimizing geographic dislocations-) Since the NRMP system
did kit adequately ,a6tommodate this 'objective, the neurosurgery program
directors had adopted the ,approach of the ophthalmologists. Dr. Pevehouse
al so described in detail the'educational objectivs.
which the neurosurgeons
felt :had been frustrated by, the decision to abandon the internship as a
freestanding .broad-based experience and the,inadequacy of the fourth year of
medical school . to accomplish the -goal of broadening the clinical experience .
of ,medical students. In his .view, much of the turmoil would .be resolved if
there were a return to the prior system , or if there could be established an
adequate 1-eVel ,of.'Cooperati on be.tween. the directors of prosg-rams in .general
surgery .to meet the needs of the neurosurgeons.
r
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Dr. Cummings" sPbke, for the Otolaryngologists.: He described the
Inability of the NRMP to meet the needs of the otolaryn.gologists. He
described the inablty.
of the NRMP:toi,,meet the needs of the
Otolaryngologists when they were prepared to: join the match.. This led to
the adoption of the 'Colenbrander system-"whiCh had, for .them_, ,proven
'satisfactory thus far, although this is their first year and the match
results .are not out yet. He :expressed :interest in the testimony regarding
the 1-NRMP' s current -responsiveness, .but suggested that any modification of
the btql aryngOlogi st's position ,did not .appear ithminent. -He :'61.d, however,
acknowledge the,desirability..of,a;_more coordinated, approach, which 'satisfied
the interest Of all parties to the transactions.
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Dr. Snow reiterated the view that the Otolaryngologists' adoption of the
Colenbrander system resulted from the lack of effective response of the NRMP
to their needs.

•

Dr. Kalina, representing the Ophthalmologists, the group which had
first initiated a matching program at the PGY-2 level, reiterated the views
of others who had subsequently adopted that system: that it was in the
students' interest; that it had proven satisfactory to the program
directors; and that the candidates, when surveyed, preferred the present
timing of the match to a later match. This latter comment drew a response
from the Neurologists that any opinion from the candidates, developed during
the course of the selection process, should be treated with great caution.'
The experience of the Neurologist's survey was that opinions given
anonymously and outside the match process tended to differ markedly from
those collected in the context of the match.
This comment was endorsed by Ms. Close, representing the OSR. While
disavowing any ability to represent a unitary "student perspective," she
observed that the students would predictably adopt a view which seemed most
calculated to advance their own, immediate self-interests. She asked the
participants to be cognizant of the burdensome and anxiety-producing nature
of the current fourth year interviewing and fragmented specialty selection
process. She opined that the system frustrated important educational
objectives, was very expensive for the students, and was significantly
disruptive of both student equanimity and student satisfaction with the
medical education process.
Dr. Keimowitz, speaking on behalf of the Group on Student Affairs,
urged the participants to recognize the frustrating nature of the current,
fragmented system. He stated that, despite any flaws that the NRMP might
have, it did represent a single contact point for student affairs deans for
most problems regarding the match. This is of great value to the student
affairs deans. A major deficiency of the overlapping or competing match was
the student affairs deans' difficulty in managing his/her responsibilities
for advising and assisting students through this transition. Lastly, Dr.
Keimowitz urged that the match process occur as late as possible, consistent
with the other demands on the students and program directors, and that there
would be considerable benefit to everyone if all programs operated on a
timetable similar to NRMP's.
Dr. Heyssel asked Dr. Short of the AAMC •staff to lay out the AAMC
position. After a demurrer that her assignment was to describe the NRMP's
current technical capabilities -- and to remove some unfortunate
misperceptions regarding the NRMP -- not to advocate NRMP utilization as the
AAMC position, Dr. Short proceeded to describe the NRMP's current "Advance
Student Match" by means of a simple diagram (Attachment C). There followed
a discussion of the extent of the current use of this approach. It became
apparent that there was almost no use of this comprehensive NRMP match
system because an early version had been poorly received in its initial
presentation by NRMP in 1982. There was general discussion of the
flexibility of this system which could coordinate a match of internship and
a separate match for residency in one computer run, and which would also
permit students the opportunity to use full (categorical) medicine or
surgery programs as "back-up" for their specialty residency choices.
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It was
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aCltnowleded,that:this Option prOved:
:especiallY useful in such specialties
as ophthalmology where the number of applicants far exceeded - the 'number .,of POSitions,.-. The 'Neurosurgeon's and Otolaryngologists expressed the
,
desirability of .01OrtprOgrams:-receivingresidents:from a -general surgery
nothing in the current match systems
baCkgrOund., It was agreed
. that
,
pre\iepted.,this,:but thatari3(pro,blems Tayilicoordinatim between the .
surgical specialties and the general surgery department to. Offer a proper
career
:path to candidates. '
Dr. Short. also emphasized her view and that of the student' affairs deans that the earlymatch..did, not accomplish the objectives set out by the
Neurosurgeons andthe -Ophthalmologists':representatives. '5he.pointed-out
that the system which matched students to PGY:-Z positions in the time frame'
of mid-November to Tate December did not reduce ,the interviewing burden of
the students because by that time the interviewing for PGY-1 positions was
essentially complete. .Thus, the two-toeight-week period between the early
match results and the SubMission .of thelRMP.preference lists created only
an illusory.advantageto the students
It is true that knowing the PGY72
position allows the students to create :a .PG,Y,1 preference list with greater,
certitude at the time of submission- However, it lessened no travel or
interviewing burden and created,the-'necessity of participating in two
matching processes., The advance student match of the NRMP, while slightly
more complex, accOmmodateCat onetime all of the objectives related to
coordinating 'positions at'the ,PGY-1-and PGY-Z years. It allowed for a more
flexible and somewhat.moreleiSurely interviewing schedule and permitted
Maxium-,C6Ordination-Of the matching system., The .NRMP dates also'allowed
maximal time for. students to complete the standard junior year medical
school ,Curriculum and.:,tO,even try several electives in the, career fields
they. were -considering,;heforer having to make Career -decisions in early Fall
of the,,senior Year. Under the NRMp. match timetable Dean's Letters could be
sent in:earl,vOctober and include student evaluations from 14-15 months of
clinical work.
Several :program directors responded somewhat skeptically. Dr. Snow
pointed out that thenumberOfsdpplementary lists -- PGY-1 choices
Coordinated:to:the, PP.-2 positions t-7, was limited under current rules. Dr,
:responded that .this was OA inherent in the match algorithm but was
Short
adopted this year, purely for administrative convenience
It need not be so:
limited next year. PrograM directors, also Pointed out that .the potential
for listing up to twenty positions on each. supplementary list Created a mind:.
• boggling .number of CombinationS. Dr- Short suggested that this was
conceptually accurate but that the reality was that it did not materially .
'affect the situation .students actually faced irrespective of match algorithm:.
or system. Students were aire.,5dy, applying to a.,recommended number Of PGY4
. residencies and to all the internships necessary to pair :with each of these
PGY-Z choices.
The meeting disclosed -widespread and shared agreement that the
transition' from medical school to specialty choice is currently complex,.
difficult and frustrating for Students, ,fraught with negative impact on the
student educational objectives; and deserving, of attention from leaders in
the medical education—establtshment., There: was uniform enthusiasm for the
concept of selecting reSidents by some computer match system which -insured a
single date for Matching for, a specialty rather than the 'previous open offer
-82-
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system. There was agreement that this kind of dialogue should prove to be
an important first step in addressing such problems. Ultimately, there
should be a system with the qualities initially highlighted by Dr. Heyssel
and such a system should permit maximum coordination among parties involved.
Dr. Heyssel asked the society representatives if they concurred in the
AAMC suggestion that the NRMP ought to establish an advisory panel made up
of representatives of each specialty with a residency program whether or not
the specialty participated in the NRMP match. There was unanimous agreement
with this proposal, it being understood that participation on the panel did
not commit the specialty to participation in the NRMP match.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:15 with general expressions of
satisfaction that an important dialogue had begun.

S

association of american
medical colleges
January 23, 1984

JOHN A.D. COOPER, M.D., PH.D.
PRESIDENT

(202) 828-0460

Ms. Michelle Roman
U.S. General Accounting Office
810 VerMont Avenue, Stap: 801
(Room 810 McPherson Sq... Bldg.)
Washington, D.C. 20420.t
RE:

Proposed Criteria, for Resident Supervision in Veterans
Administration Hospitals

.Dear Ms. Roman:
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participation of the
, you will note
should consistently emphasize this theme throughout. Additionally
Both categories
the addition of "senior fellow" where chief residents are cited.
training and board
of physicians are considered generally equivalent in level of
eligibility.
tory, some may
While most of the modifications I have suggested are self-explana
in item no.7
ce
need additional detail. For instance, I believe the final senten
for
need
under preoperative supervision, which attempts to justify the
countersignature of progress notes, should be deleted. The statement is
ive can be
gratuitous and undermines the intent of this criterion. The object
t" writing
"promp
the
better met by focusing the requirements for documentation on
s have
effort
Where
or countersigning of the "admission" (not progress) notes.
s have
result
been made to secure routine countersignature of progress notes, the
been
had
ent
treatm
been negligible. Countersigning often would occur after
administered.
y be entitled
The section devoted to "scheduled" surgery would more appropriatel
in this
ia
criter
the
"elective" surgery. I have reordered and restructured
and
tent
consis
lly
logica
more
section in a manner that I believe will be
s
variou
the
ize
recogn
comprehensive. As modified, these requirements would
nt
releva
ing
follow
the
across
combinations and permutations that could occur
categories of contingencies:
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Operative Procedure
- To Be Performed By

Relevant Factor's JO
:Be Considered-
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- any resident for
first time
a first-year 'resident w/o
experience at procedure .
- a first-year restdent with signif.
experience at
procedure or a
junior' resident

•

Supervisory
Approach

-ycase or procedure
toutl ne/ not
complex or risky .

-..attending scrubbed
dbring .procedure. .

,-case or procediire
is 'eXtremely
p1 ex or risky

ct0ef'resident Of
senior fellow in
operating rocnill
attending in hospital

resident' performs
only less Critical
' phases Of proCe—
*,-.
dureS

attending in hos.,
pital

- a chief resident
or senior fellow
I believe this scheme moUld - apptOpriately-recognize that . a first-year resident
experience. at doing, certain procedures and.perit junior
can gain s,ufficient
,
resident . status with -respect to their supervisionwhen performing these specific
Additionally, requiring under- certain conditions that the attending
procedures
physician be ,"in the hospital" rather. than "within 15 minutes' of the operating
robe- would- do, more to ensure that,'extra-hospital obstructions (e,g., traffic,
weather, Or vehicular breakdown) tiO ndt.delay:hiS or her timely arrival at the
operating room-.
In closing, I wiSn, to Tel ter4e. strongly a point made in the comments .submitted
to you by, .Dr. Clawson, Executive Vice 'Chancellor at the: University of Kansas
College Of Health Sciences and: .Hospital„ .The, successful -implementation of the
require the ,Veterans
criteria for elective Surgery, ,even as modified above, wil'
Administration to allocate more resbUrces:toZthe surgical services than is
currently the,case— This would require :that each station reassess its work load
and, make provisions: for Coverage of the service either through increased allocation of , funds for full or part-time physicians or contractual arrangements—
The'objective cannot be achieved junder the current practice at many VA hoSpitals .
of managing their Surgical specialty,batjentS,With consultants who, by virtue of,
the limited fee paid to them, cannot .devote the necessary time to adequately
—
supervise .resi dents.
Thank you again, for requesting my review of the proposed criteria. . I hope my
comments and reconimendations prove useful and,that you will share future drafts
-as.you-continue the process of refinement 'Should you have any questions about
my suggested revisions, please' feel' free to contact me at any time..

•

•

ENCLOSURE - 1

ENCLOSURE - 1

CRITERIA FOR
NTS
SUPERVISION OF SURGICAL RESIDE
quate supervision of
This paper sets out criteria for ade
rative, intraoperative, and
surgical residents during the preope
treatment.. Adequate
postoperative phases of a patient's
ing
mes conflicting goals--train
supervision involves two someti
quality of patient care. For
the residents and ensuring the
ence in
gain confidence and experi
example, residents may need to
an operation. However, the
making their own decisions during
ident
best served by having a res
patient's interests may not be
ing physician present.
.perform surgery without an attend
ls
attempt to balance these goa
The .criteria in this paper
al
quate supervision of surgic
and set minimum levels for ade
Attending
to
ans must use their judgment
residents. --Supe-rv4-s-ing-physici
ded for each case, while
determine the supervision nee
minimum levels.
maintaining at least these
DEFINITION .OF TERMS
to
er, "surgery" is confined
For the purpose of this pap
n the
preoperative phase starts whe
inpatient Operations. The
the
ends when the patient goes to
patient is hospitalized and
should include the period
•
limi-t-ed—to-24-4&ours.
is—
sepha
e
tiv
era
operating room; the postop
•

of hospitalization.

--a-fter--the—ope

attending
to attending and
upervis44143-physicians" refers
"-o
m
ter
The
residents in
rgical residents" include
consulting surgeons. "Su
and
es: general surgery, colon
any of the surgical specialti
orthopedic
surgery, ophthalmology,
cal
ogi
rol
y,
neu
ger
sur
tal
rec
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surgery, otolaryngology, plastic surgery, thoracic surgery,
urology, and vascular surgery.

"Chief residents

•

are residents

in their last year of a residency program.
Even though the criteria ,refer to the complexity and risk
of operations,, these terms are not defined because they may
Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

differ depending on the type of operation and the ,patient's
condition.

For instance, the complexity and risk of a simple

hernia operation will differ for a 20-year-old patient in good
health and a 65-year-old patient with a heart condition and
.•

diabetes.

Attending physicians must determine the complexity

and risk of each operation.
OVERALL CRITERIA FOR SUPERVISION
The following criteria apply to, the supervision of surgical
residents during .all phases of the patient's -treatment.
1.

Residents should be given increased
responsibility as they Progress through the
residency program.
, The responsibility or ,independence ,given to
residents .should depend on their knowledge, manual skill,
and experience, as well as the complexity
and risk of the operations.
To ensure the quality of ,patient care and
the same

proper supervision of residents,.o.asattending

--euper-vIse.r-y-,-physician should be responsible
for each patient during hospitalization.

This physician -should monitor, the patient's

.
condition during the preoperative,
intraoperative, and postoperative phases.
attending

4.

The-super*Loingphysician should always be
one qualified in the applicable surgical
specialty.

PREOPERATIVE SUPERVISION
During the preoperative phase the patient is prepared for
attending

the operation, and the-84werv4sIng-physician confirms the
resident's diagnosis and treatment plan.

The minimum standards

for adequate preoperative supervision follow.
Attending

5.

-Supers.4sIng-physicians should discuss each case
with residents before surgery.

This applies

regardless of the resident's level of experience.
6.

-Adequate—preoper-a-tive—supervisi-on-requirea- The
should

attending

-superviaing-physician-te-see the patient after
cies where
admission and before surgeryl except in extreme emergen
d.
immediate intervention is require

attending

The-superwiskng-physicians should write or

7.

promptly

admission

countersign-progr-ess- notes/to indicate -that
agreement

-t.hey--agree-with the diagnosis and the treatment
.
or if in disagreement, to indicate any changes

plan; -

-does--not-at-f-e

-the--oare-

4t-doauments—the-oupervitsing--playsIoLanai
-involvement,-i-n--the--42ase-INTRAOPERATIVE SUPERVISION
•
Operation* can be divided into four phases:
a.

Making the initial incision.

Exposing the pathology and

b. /Confirming the diagnosis'.

-89-

-but--

c.

operative
Performing the-avr14eal-procedure.
Closing the wound.

•

The need , for.,sUperviSion. varies aCcOrding,to the phate of:
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the 'operation.

and
For . instance, making' the initial incision ,

as confirming
-closing the wound are. generally, nf:;it
'Unexpected
by the. pathological findings at operation' •.
:Eirmi-ngdure.:--Con
.surgiCal.proce
the diagnosis/and,.performing the
pathollogical findings may require modification of the operative proCedure.
-the-417-iagn0.04-9-443--irspCtrt40*7to-7iden4fi?74ny-,unexpeote4--4ostpli.--ce-t1e•ne-end-,verkfy--the-needt-os-the.-p-le-nned-pr.ece4re-s-7
Obvipusly, - the actual procedure -and the technique used determine.
of the. operation. •' . • Therefore, unless noted .otherwise, the
the 7.sur-gerye -.outcome/
following icriteria address the .supervision needed -to confirm the
diagnosis and perform the procedure
Elective
4chedule4-aurgery
When drOi.dent performs .any operative procedure for the first
' ^
ept74eperateer-a7-time, the attending physician should be in the operatingroom
-8upe**1-04119--phyttleintr---a-bould=be--in--theAPd scrubbed during the procedure.
-7opereti-ng-rcvonezWhen a first-year resident 'operates and does not have significant
-When---resi-d,ente-,n-ther-therr-a--first-year-.4nd-ir
•experience in .doing the procedure, the ttendin4 Physician should be
-chief--7rtnriden*operate-,--the--soerViei-ngi:11 the operating room and scrubbed during the procedure.
Tphytriqia-n--shou-14-be-irr-the-vpereting---room--or.opera*ing--Toom-st*te7,-When a first-year resident with significant experience in doing the
-When--eelkief,-rAsident'-44-4eper-at4-ng -theprocedure or a junior resident operates, a chief resident or senior
imperv.i6-ing physicianshould- be in the operating room and the attending physician
-miiwte-s-of-the--eperetin9-roosty, should be in the hospital.
If the. case Or procedure is extremely'COMplex . or risky, the
•

10.

.e-40--mare-rlunfor- .
'NW suP,EA411
-chlef-re.
attending phsiCian should be in the operating room and scrubbed
-on -complex
"-k-esident--inthe-eper-atins-eoon elreept
during the PrOcedure.
-1112P!rriSiT19-1*Irw*415TI!
;--1111
41101-r*.11-kr-oPer.litioTY..
ehould-wit-h-in--1*-mi-nute-S-70f--the-,13..Perekt-ing"roomr.

rming the procedure or it is an
Unless it is the first time perfo

12. -The--supervi-e-i--ny-physte-i-e-n--shouitl-be7-in--the-

chief resident or senior fellow
extremely complex or risky case, a

-of-any-epetat4.7pg-roorn-the--fi-re-t-t-i-me-er-resident
be in the hospital.
The attending physician should

may operate.

71eve-1-per7ferS18--a-preeedur
13..

When any resident is performing the less
critical phases--that is, making the initial
attending

incision and closing the wound--the-suparvieingin the hospital.

physician should be --witbt-n-l-5-4sinut-es7o€ -the-opereting-poem,
14.

2,1E-the--cass--er--the-pr-octedu-re-4-s-ext-remel-yvornplex-or—risky-r-the-supe-rv-i-s-i-ng7physi-c-faniihould--be-4-n--the-oper-eting-reora--dttrittg-s-1-1
four7phases--ef--ewrge-ry-r-no--mat-ter-what-the-dent-hlevel-of-the—res-i

EMergency

surgery

surgery.
The, following criteria apply for emergency
attending

15.

The resident should contact the -super-vist-pgphysician and discuss the case before
surgery.

if there is

In life-threatening situations --there-

ding physician
insufficient time to contact the atten

414210Ugh--time-to--eal-1.--the-

preoperatively,

-supez-v

-physician-aigazned4-&telyr-but--the
attending

ian
resident should call the -supervirring-physic
saving
immediately following completion of lifeprocedures.
16.

or senior fellow

attending

-v-isingIf a chief resident/is operating, the euper
,
physician may decide not to go to the hospital
hone.
but he or she should be available by telep

-91-

-f the operation is.'COniplex - or 'risky, the „
attending

-43

physiciak should

00

to ,,the operating

room at onCe.
For operations performed by Other than a chief
resident or.
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17. --Srii!ez-isuipervig,-Dhysiet-an-ehiiiild--beL.pre-sent;Hforseni,o.,r fellow, the attending physician should go to the
t*atior
.
ks.-itoe*.fprined-10y--re-s-klent-er-othe-Oar4• oppr,ating room at once.
'Ahe—ehl-ef—keeIdeht7r,
attending

8. In 'Urgent 'situations and with the -supei.lis4-04
3-.
Physician'S approval.

the resident may start
attending

`the?IiiUrgery 'before the'reuper-viskng- Physician's

POSTOPERicIVE SUPERVISION
% The following criteria address adequate poatdperativ
e
supervision.
•

The 'attand.i-ng`phYsiCi
•
.
•

-

.tikpe*,*ill-n1
. 44064a$0-:,..ehdUId:,see ,the:'patient
and diSCuSS the postOlierative treatment with
,
and at least every three days Until the
residents within 24 hours after 'surgery/ patient is discharged.

2-0.

attending
should
The*uper-v-i-sing- physiCianS-need—not-write
at least one Postoperative

or

countersign/progress :notes indicating -the.-v-agreement with *the postoperative treatment
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January 10, 1984

John A. D. Cooper, M.D., Ph.D.
President
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 200
20036
Washington, D.C.
Dear John:

41

It is my understanding that since I have ceased to be
a Dean that it is no longer appropriate for me to continue
on the Administrative Board of the Council of Deans. I am
henceforth, submitting my resignation from the Council and
would take this opportunity to thank you and your staff
for making my tenure an enjoyable and pleasant one. I
sincerely hope that the Council continues to thrive and am
confident that under your leadership and with the support
of your staff, that will happen.
My best wishes to you all in this an exceedingly challenging period of time. With warmest best wishes, I am,
Since(

B(

M. oy Sch arz, M.D.
Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs
MRS/epn
cc:

Dr. Ed Stemmler

-93The University of Colorado is an equal opportunity employer.

